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Abstract: This report documents the results of the weld development and abbreviated weld 
qualification efforts performed by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) 
for refractory metal and superalloy biaxial creep specimens. Biaxial creep 
specimens were to be assembled, electron beam welded, laser-seal welded, and 
pressurized at PNNL for both in-pile (JOYO reactor, 0-arai, Japan) and out-of-pile 
creep testing. The objective of this test campaign was to evaluate the creep 
behavior of primary cladding and structural alloys under consideration for the 
Prometheus space reactor. PNNL successfully developed electron beam weld 
parameters for six of these materials prior to the termination of the Naval Reactors 
program effort to deliver a space reactor for Project Prometheus. These materials 
were FS-85, ASTAR-81 1 C, T-I 1 1, Alloy 61 7, Haynes 230, and Nirnonic PE16. 
Early termination of the NR space program precluded the development of laser 
welding parameters for post-pressurization seal weldments. 
Introduction: For the operating temperatures under consideration for the Prometheus reactor, 
thermal and irradiation creep were key properties of interest. However, very 
limited data was available on the effects of irradiation on thermal creep and the 
extent of irradiation creep in the alloys of interest. As a result, efforts were 
underway to conduct irradiated biaxial creep testing in the JOYO test reactor (O- 
arai, Japan). Out-of-pile testing was also planned at JOYO test temperatures and 
exposure times to separate thermal creep effects from irradiation-induced creep 
effects. 
The Naval Reactors Prime Contracting Team (NRPCT) planned a biaxial creep 
specimen fabrication and inspection campaign at Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory (PNNL) in Hanford, Washington. Specimens were to be fabricated of 
several materials including the refractory metal alloys FS-85 (Nb-27Ta-IOW-lZr), 
ASTAR-81 1 C (Ta-8W-I Re-0.7Hf-0.025C), Ta-1 OW, T-I f 1 (Ta-8W-2Hf), Mo- 
47.5Re, and Mo-44.5Re, and the nickel-base superalloys Haynes 230 (Ni-22Cr- 
5Co-14W-3Fe-2Mo-0.4Si-0.3AI-OSMn-0.1 C-0.015B), Alloy 61 7 (Ni-220-f X C o -  
9Mo-3Fe-1 Si-I Mn-O.6Ti-0.1 AI-0.006B), Nirnonic PE16 (Ni-33Fe-180-4Mo-1.2Ti- 
1.2AI-0.3Si-0.2Mn-0.1 C), and Hasteltoy X (Ni-22Cr-18Fe-9Mo-1.5Co-1 Si-I Mn- 
O.6W-O.IC-O.OIB). The first JOYO test campaign (JOYO-1) was to include FS- 
85, ASTAR-81 f C, Mo-47.5Re, Alloy 61 7, Haynes 230, and Nimonic PE16. At the 
time of the restructuring of the Prometheus program, electron beam and laser seal 
weld development were nearly complete for FS-85, ASTAR-81 IC, Alloy 617, 
Haynes 230, and Nimonic PE16. Processing of tube and endcap components for 
biaxial creep specimens by the.NRPCT for the remaining alloys was not complete 
and further efforts were discontinued. 
Over the past 30 years, PNNL welding facilities had been used for fabrication of 
specimens similar to those planned for this campaign. As a result, PNNL 
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personnel had acquired considerable expertise in welding refractory metal alloys 
and superalloys. Several years ago, the facility was shut down and equipment 
and personnel were dispersed over several distinct organizations located or: the 
Hanford site. Just prior to the initiation of the Prometheus project, the welding 
equipment was moved to a central location under the cognizance of PNNL. 
Following this move, it was necessary to return the welding equipment to 
operational status and to contract experienced personnel prior to initiation of the 
biaxial creep specimen fabrication campaign. As a result, the NRPCT contract 
with PNNL was divided into three separate phases. Phase 1 included upgrading 
the equipment and fabricating the fixtures necessary to re-establish operation of 
the welding equipment, as well as developing plans and procedures for 
subsequent phases. Phase 2 included weld development and qualification for 
each material, as well as the placement of subcontracts with other Hanford 
organizations to ensure that key personnel and facilities would be available for 
consultation, helium leak testing, and radiographic inspections. Phase 3 involved 
the fabrication and inspection of the production specimens that would be used for 
in-pile and out-of-pile testing. 
The NRPCT planned to fabricate the tube and endcap components for biaxial 
creep specimens and send them as matched sets to PNNL for weld development, 
weld qualification, final fabrication, and inspection. Each set would consist of a 
1.25" long x 0.25" diameter x 0.025" wall thickness tube and two fitted endcaps as 
shown in drawing 5D15996 (Figures 1 and 2). One endcap (designated 'top') from 
each set would have an approximately 0.005"-0.008" diameter through-hole on a 
small protruding nub in the center of the cap. This hole would be used for 
pressurization of the specimens with helium. The processing of these 
components is described in detail in a separate document (Reference 1). PNNL 
was instructed to electron beam (EB) weld two matched endcaps to each tube 
utilizing a unique rotating fixture (Figure 3) designed by PNNL to allow them to 
weld two endcaps to each of 24 tube specimens for every weld box pump-down. 
After EB welding, the specimens were to be transported to a separate facility for 
pressurization and laser-seal welding of the fill hole on the top endcap. 
Recommended pressures for JOY0 biaxial creep specimens are discussed in a 
separate document (Reference 2). Following laser-seal welding, the specimens 
were to undergo several inspections to ensure suitability for testing. A photograph 
of an un-welded specimen component set and a specimen that has been both €6 
and laser-seal wewed is shown in Figure 4. 
The NRPCT was to provide ten specimen sets (tube and two fitted endcaps) of 
each material for weld development and six specimen sets of each material for 
weld qualification. Weld development efforts were to include the optimization of 
EB and laser weld parameters. Each specimen was to undergo visual inspection 
followed by destructive evaluation to determine if the EB weld was centered on the 
endcap-to-tube interface and to confirm proper weld penetration for both EB and 
laser-seal welds. Based on these evaluations, adjustments to the weld 
parameters were to be made as needed. 
Following weld development and optimization efforts, weld qualification was to 
involve EB welding, pressurization, and laser-seal welding of six specimens for 
each material, keeping all parameters constant for each of the six specimens. 
Each qualification specimen was to undergo visual inspection, radiography, a one- 
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hour proof-test at temperature, helium leak testing, and destructive evaluation. A 
flow chart of the weld qualification process is shown in Figure 5. A material is 
successfully qualified if each of the six specimens passes all non-destructive 
evaluations and if the destructive evaluations reveal that proper weld penetration 
and placement was achieved for each specimen. PNNL was required to submit 
the weld qualification results to the NRPCT for formal approval. 
Folbwing hRPCT approval of weld development and qualification results, welding 
and pressurization of production specimens was to begin. The production 
specimen fabrication flow chart is shown in Figure 6. Inspection steps and special 
precautions are described below. 
The NRPCT planned several inspection steps to ensure that production biaxial 
creep specimens would be acceptable for in-pile and out-of-pile testing. The 
inspection steps for all specimens would include visual inspection, radiography, a 
one-hour proof-test at temperature, weight measurements, and helium leak 
testing. Destructive evaluations would also be performed on a limited number of 
specimens. Each inspection step is described below: 
I. Visual inspections were to be performed by a PNNL quality engineer after . 
€0 welding. The goal of this inspection would be to determine whether the 
concavity of the El3 weld at the endcap-to-tube interface was acceptable 
and to detect any other weld defects. Some concavity is expected due to 
the presence of a radiography groove in each endcap (discussed below in 
Step 2), which would be filled with weld material. The NRPCT specified a 
maximum concavity limit of 0.009 for each material based on a stress 
analysis of the weakest material, Haynes 230 (Attachment A). 
2. Radiography was to be performed on each specimen to determine that 
sufficient weld penetration was achieved, and to ensure that the EB weld 
was centered on the interface between the endcap and tube. Because the 
El3 welds are relatively small, the radiographic procedure'was to be aided 
by the presence of a radiography groove. A small groove had been 
machined in each endcap as seen in Figure 2. During EB welding, this 
groove should fill completely with weld material. Radiography is used to 
determine if the groove has been successfully filled. Six images are taken 
of each specimen, with the specimens rotated 30" between each image. In 
each radiography image that is taken, un-welded specimens are included 
for comparison. This work was planned to be performed at COGEMA 
Engineering Corporation in Richland, WA. 
3. A one-hour proof-test of the pressurized specimen was planned as an 
additional inspection step. This heat-treat was to be performed in vacuum 
at the same temperature that each specimen would experience during in- 
pile or out-of-pile testing to screen for major defects in the tube wall or 
weldments. If a failure occurred and helium leaked from the specimens, 
this could be detected by the weight measurements described below in 
Step 4. 
4. Weight measurements of the specimens were to be taken at three different 
points during the inspection process: pre-pressurization, post- 
pressurization, and post-proof-test. A balance accurate to *0.00001 grams 
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was to be used so that changes in weight due to helium loss could be 
detected. Measurements were to be taken before and after the one-hour 
proof-test to detect any weight change that would indicate a helium leak. 
The results of the weight measurements were to be reported to the NRPCT 
for evaluation. 
5. Helium leak testing is another inspection step that was to be performed by 
COGEMA Engineering Corporation. The NRPCT had required that the 
helium leak rate not exceed I x 70" std ccfsec. However, after a meeting 
with COGEMA, it was learned that their equipment can detect helium leak 
rates of I x 10~'' std cclsec. Any leak that was detected by COGEMA was 
to be reported to the NRPCT and any specimen with a detectable leak rate 
would have been considered unacceptable. 
6. Destructive evaluations were to be performed to determine whether or not 
proper weld penetration had been achieved. For production biaxial creep 
specimens, one randomly selected specimen would have been 
destructively evaluated from each €0 weld batch of 24 specimens of the 
same material. Both EB and laser-seal welds were to be evaluated. 
Photomicrograph$ were to be provided to the NRPCT in the final report. 
Laser Measurements 
To determine the creep properties of each material, diameter measurements were 
to be taken before and after in-pile or out-of-pile testing. The pre-test 
measurements were to be taken at PNNL using a laser micrometer measurement 
system provided by the NRPCT (Figure 7). The laser micrometer measurement 
system was made by BETA LaserMike (Dayton, OH) and included a Model 162- 
100 Single Axis Scanner, a Model 2020 Processor, a computer for data 
acquisition, and fixturing to hold the biaxial creep specimens during 
measurements. The fixtures for the refractory metal alloy specimens were made 
of molybdenum-TZM, while the fixtures for the superalloy specimens were made 
of standard tool steel. 
Due to time constraints, dimensional measurements would have been taken only 
on production specimens. These measurements would have been taken at three 
separate points during the fabrication process: pre-pressurization, post- 
pressurization, and post-proof-test. Before measurements on production 
specimens were to be made, a series of standards was to be measured to 
determine if any correction would need to be made to the laser micrometer 
system. The standards were Class XX (0.00002" tolerance) gage pins from Meyer 
Gage (South Windsor, CT) and included a 0.250" pin (the nominal diameter of the 
creep specimens), as well as a series of gage pins that were incrementally 
(0.001") larger up to 0.260" and incrementally (0.001") smaller down to 0.248". 
After the initial series of standards were to have been measured, the 0.2500" gage 
pin was to be measured after every ten production specimens had been measured 
to ensure that the system remained accurate. Measurements for both gage pins 
and production specimens were to be taken at five evenly spaced axial locations 
(center - 0.4", center - 0 2 ,  center, center + 0.2", center + 0.4"). At each axial 
location, there was to be a minimum of 180 measurements taken at 1" intervals. 
For each measurement, time, room temperature, fixture temperature, and humidity 
were to be recorded. All measurements were to be provided to the NRPCT in the 
final report, unless abnormalities were observed. In this case, the data would 
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have been transmitted immediately to the NRPCT from PNNL. 
S~ecial Precautions for Refractow Metal Allovs 
The welding of refractory metal alloys requires special precautions to ensure that 
contamination does not occur from weld fixtures or from the atmosphere within the 
welding rigs. The precautions include: 
1, Refractory metal alloys and non-refractory metal alloys should not be 
welded in the same toad. This precaution will prevent contamination of the 
refractory metal alloys with lower melting point elements that vaporize 
during welding and redeposit on coder surfaces. 
2. All fixtures in direct contact with the refractory metal alloys should be 
fabricated from a refractory metal or alloy. PNNL fabiicated molybdenum 
"spuds" in order to hold the refractory metal alloy specimens in place 
during EB welding. This kept the refractory metal alloy specimens out of 
contact with the 24-specimen rotating fixture, which was fabricated from 
non-refractory metals. 
3. The EB weld chamber should be evacuated to a minimum of 5 x 105forr 
prior to welding. This will minimize contamination of the welds with trace 
levels of oxygen or nitrogen. Once the weld chamber has been evacuated, 
the vacuum pump should be turned off so that the leak rate can be 
measured. This will ensure that a small system leak is not present. 
4. Laser-seal welding is performed in a high-purity helium environment. Far 
this campaign, the NRPCT required a minimum helium purity level of 
99.999%. The NRPCT also required that the weld chamber be evacuated 
and backfilled at least twice with helium prior to initiating laser-seal 
welding. 
Heat treatments of refractory metal alloys also require special precautions to avoid 
contamination, These precautions include: 
1. Refractory metal allays should only be heat-treated in furnaces that employ 
heating elements constructed from refractory metals or refractory metal 
alloys. 
2. Vacuum annealing over a short time period (1 hr or less) should be 
conducted in an atmosphere of 5 x lo5 or better to prevent contamination 
from oxygen and nitrogen. Longer vacuum anneals of niobium and 
tantalum abys require an even lower vacuum level to minimize oxygen 
and nitrogen contamination. The leak rate of the evacuated furnace should 
be determined prior to heating the furnace. 
3. The individual refractory metal alloy specimens should be wrapped in 
refractory metal foil during the heat treatment to further prevent 
contamination. 
4. Refractory metal alloys should not be heat-treated in the same furnace 
load as conventional nickel-base or iron-base alloys. It is also preferred 
that furnaces used for heat treatments of refractory metal alloys be used 
exclusively for refractory metal alloys if possible. If this is not possible, the 
furnace should be baked out prior to annealing any refractory metal alloy 
specimens in order to remove any low melting point constituents that may 
have vaporized and deposited on the furnace walls during previous heat 
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treatments of non-refractory alloys. This bake-out should be a minimum of 
two hours at a temperature that is 50 - 100 K higher than the highest heat 
treatment temperature. 
S~ecial Precautions for Superallovs 
1. The Nimonic PE16 alloy should undergo a stress-relief heat treatment 
following EB welding. The treatment should be 2 hours at 800 "C followed 
by a forced cooling to 250 "C or below, and then 76 hours at 700 "C 
followed by a forced cooling to 250 "C or below. The heat treatment shall 
be in vacuum and the forced cooling should be achieved with inert gas 
and fan cool or equivalent to prevent any oxide formation on the 
specimens. 
2. The superalloy specimens should be welded in a vacuum environment 
according to typical commercial practices in order to prevent oxygen and 
nitrogen contamination. 
Special Precautions for both Refractow Metal Alloys and Superakws 
7 .  The small fiH-ho!e in the top endcap that is used for biaxial creep specimen 
pressurization should be formed by drilling. Electro-discharge machining 
(EDM) should not be used to machine the hole because there is no way to 
remove the recast layer that is formed in the hole during the EDM process. 
This contamination would make it impossible to perform an acceptable 
laser weld to seal the hole. 
Closeout Actions 
At the time of the cancellation of NRPCT participation in Project Prometheus, EB 
and laser weld developments of FS-85, ASTAR811C, M0-47.5Re, Alloy 617, 
Haynes 230, and Nimonic PE16 were nearly complete. Weld qualification and 
production specimen fabrication had not yet been initiated. The NRPCT directed 
PNNL to close-out the biaxial creep specimen fabrication work by finishing weld 
development efforts that were in progress, and performing a limited weld 
demonstration using six specimens of each of the six alloys mentioned above. 
The weld demonstration was performed in lieu of weld qualification and included a 
demonstration of the EB and laser-seal welding parameters. The specimens were 
not pressurized prior to laser welding. The limited inspections on these specimens 
included visual, radiography, and metallography. There was no formal quality 
assurance oversight or documentation during, the demonstration effort. The 
demonstration effort included completion of Data Sheets, Welding Procedure 
Sheets, and a Welding Procedure Record. The results of the weld demonstration 
are documented in a final report from PNNL (Attachment B). No production biaxial 
creep specimens were made. 
Results and 
Discussion: 
1. PNNL learned during the abbreviated weld demonstration program that the 
existing COGEMA facility for radiography would not be acceptable for 
specimens fabricated from the tantalum and niobium alloys. The current 
high frequency, 160 kV, x-ray system at the COGEMA facility does not 
provide enough power to achieve the necessary resolution for evaluation of 
the dense tantalum and niobium alloys. There is not enough shielding at 
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the current facility to increase the power of the source. COGEM had 
previously performed radiography of tantalum and niobium alloys at a 
different location that had a 450 kV source and a lead-lined room for 
shielding. This facility is currently unused. However, PNNL has indicated 
that if radiography of tantalum and niobium production specimens had 
been required, access to the previous COGEMA location would have been 
feasible with proper administrative approvals by PNNL and COGEMA , 
Engineering. 
2. The initial specimen sets sent to PNNL by the NRPCT for weld 
development did not have acceptable dimensions. The endcaps and tubes 
were excessively rounded so that fit-up was not ideal. The machining 
vendor met the NRPCT drawing requirements for sharpness (0.005" max. 
radius), but PNNL required a more stringent sharpness requirement of a 
maximum 0.002" radius on the fit-up surfaces of the tubes and endcaps. 
The roundness of the specimens that had been sent to PNNL would result 
in too much weld concavity after EB welding. In order to solve the problem 
of specimen roundness, PNNL sharpened the tubes of specimens that had 
already been sent, and the NRPCT had the tubes and endcaps that had 
not yet been sent to PNNL sharpened to a 0.002 maximum radius. 
3. During endcap fabrication by the NRPCT, it was learned that the chosen 
machining vendor for all materials except Haynes 230 [Vangura (Clairton, 
PA)] was not able to meet the drawing specifications for the radiography 
groove. The groove that Vangura machined was not as deep as specified 
by the NRPCT, and was also rounded instead of square. PNNL 
determined that they could still use this groove to evaluate EB weld 
penetration, but the weld process and inspection requirements would have 
to be changed. PNNL felt that they would need the groove to be 
completely filled with weld material, instead of the original plan of 
determining whether or not the corner of the square groove was eliminated 
during welding. The Haynes 230 endcaps were machined to the original 
specification. 
4. The EB weld concavity requirement originally specified in this contract was 
a maximum of 0.003. This number was based on previous PNNL work 
with specimens having a significantly smaller wall thickness (0.008n). After 
preliminary weld development indicated that the 0.003-inch value may not 
be achievable, it was agreed that this requirement should be re-evaluated 
for the thicker (0.025") specimens being tested in this program. The 
NRPCT (Kundrat) performed a stress analysis on the weakest material, 
Haynes 230, using the highest intended pressurization level. Estimated 
stresses were calculated as a function of depth of concavity. The results 
documented in Attachment A indicated that the maximum concavity 
requirement could be increased significantly above the 0.003" original 
requirement. The NRPCT agreed on a new concavity limit of 0.009", which 
would still result in stress levels in the wetdment being significantly smaller 
than the stresses in the bulk of the specimen. None of the EB-welded 
specimens had concavities in excess of 0.009". 
5. Electron beam weld parameters were established for each of the six 
materials welded by PNNL. The weld parameters dere formulated during 
weld development and confirmed during each six-specimen weld 
demonstration. Examples of typical EB weld rnetallogtaphy for tantalum- 
base and nickel-base alloys are seen in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. The 
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weld parameters used during the weld demonstration resulted in 
successful, acceptable EB welds for each material. These weld 
parameters are listed in Table 1 and are documented in Attachment B. 
The EB weld parameters developed in this campaign would be directly 
applicable to any future program using specimens of similar alloys and 
geometries, provided that a high power density EB welding machine and 
24-specimen fixture were used. 
6. PNNL reported minor difficulty in achieving a balance between adequate 
penetration and a relatively smooth weld surface finish for the FS-85 
specimens. The weld parameters used caused excessive undercut at the 
weld edges on the outer surface, which could have jeopardized the 
integrity of the specimen. As a result, PNNL used a second, cosmetic EB 
weld pass using a less-focused beam. This second pass eliminated the 
undercut and provided a smooth, uniform weld-bead. An example of this 
can be seen in the photomicrograph in Figure 10, where the deeper 
penetration weld represents the first EB weld pass and the shallower 
penetration represents the second, cosmetic EB weld pass. The use of a 
cosmetic pass is acceptable for niobium and tantalum alloys due to the 
high weldability of these alloys. However, this method would not be 
acceptable for most molybdenum alloys due to the increased ductile-brittle 
transition temperature (DBTT) of welded metal which could result in 
cracking in the weld and base metal. A possible exception would be 
molybdenum alloys with high rhenium content. 
7. laser weld parameters were developed for each of the six materials. 
These parameters are listed in Table 2 and documented in Attachment B. 
However, the laser weld demonstration for each material was deemed 
unsuccessful since at least one specimen from each set of six was 
determined to be unacceptable. Specimens were rejected due to cracking 
(Figure I A ) ,  an undersized weld (Figure 12), or an incomplete weld (Figure 
13). Undersized welds are considered to be those welds that were smaller 
than the wall thickness of the tube section. ASTAR-811 C and 'FS-85 laser 
welds were rejected in metallographic examination due to undersized 
welds. The laser welds on T-I  I 1 and FS-85 specimens were rejected due 
to incomplete sealing. The laser welds for Haynes 230, Alloy 617, and 
Nimonic PE16 were rejected due to cracking, Unusual weld shapes were 
also seen during laser-seal welding. In past laser-seal weld campaigns on 
biaxial creep specimens at PNNL, the laser weld typically resulted in a 
convex bead at the protruding pressurization hole. Laser welding of the 
NRPCT specimens resulted in a variety of shapes from convex to flat 
(Figures 14 and 15). The shape of the weld does not necessarily cause 
the weld to be rejected, but the inconsistency suggests that there are 
problems with either the weid parameters or prior processing of the 
specimens. PNNL discussed two possible causes for the laser weld 
inconsistencies. One cause may have been inadequate cleaning of the 
endcap pressurization holes: Many as-machined endcaps had tight fit-ups 
to tubes and as a result, these endcaps were not pickled as much as 
others. Machining residue and/or surface oxides may have been present 
inside the pressurization holes and this could have changed the surface 
energy, resulting in reduced flow characteristics of the metal. Another 
possible cause for the problems could have been oversized pressurization 
holes. Many of the hotes appeared to have been drilled to the extreme 
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upper end of the dimensional tolerance and also appeared to have been 
drilled off-center. The large size of the holes could have caused much of 
the laser energy to pass through the hole, thus reducing the energy input 
and causing undersized and incomplete welds. Cracking in the superalloy 
specimens could have been due to high shrinkage stresses as a result of 
the excessive power required to melt the surrounding metal of the oversize 
fill hole. In the future, further development would need to be performed to 
develop acceptable laser weld parameters for all six alloys. 
PNNL successfully developed electron beam weld parameters for FS-85, ASTAR- 
81 1C, T-111, AHoy 617, Haynes 230, and Nimonic PE16 materials prior to the 
termination of the Naval Reactors program effort to deliver a space reactor for 
Project Prometheus. Early termination of the NR space program precluded the 
development of laser we\ding parameters for post-pressurization seal weldments. 
The production biaxial creep specimens that were to be fabricated at PNNL would 
have been used to evaluate the irradiated and un-irradiated creep properties of 
candidate Prometheus space reactor cladding and structural materials. The 
technology that was developed during this specimen fabrication campaign could 
potentially be applied to future NR program biaxial creep studies. 
Due to the termination of the NR program effort to deliver a space reactor for the 
Prometheus Project, no production biaxial creep specimens will be fabricated for 
this test campaign. The unused specimen components, including tubes and 
endcaps, will be retained at Bettis for potential future use. The laser micrometer 
that was purchased for this program was shipped to the NASA-Marshall Space 
Flight Center (Huntsville, AL). 
The authors would like to thank Dr. Linda Rishet for her insightful technical 
discussions throughout this program and her review of this document. The . 
authors would also like to thank Jeff Kundrat for performing the stress analyses 
that assisted the NRPCT in choosing weld cancavity limits and Steve Buresh for 
his fabrication of superalloy specimens and his contributions to many decisions 
throughout the PNNL campaign. 
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Table 1. EB Weld Parameters 
r Material Voltage Beam Beam Focus from Weld Speed Weld Time Set 
(kV ) Current (ma) Work Surface (in.) (seclrev) Cycle (sec.) 
Haynes 230 100 1.7 0 1 2 
Alloy 6 1 7 1 00 1.7 0 1 2 
Nimonic PE16 100 1.7 0 1 2 
FS-85 110 4.5 Over 30 2 3.5 
. ASTAR-811 C 100 4.5 0 2 3.5 
T-111 100 4.5 0 2 3.5 
Table 2. Laser Weld Parameters 
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Figure 1. Biaxial Creep Specimen Assembly Drawing ( A  of 2) 
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Figure 2. Biaxial Creep Specimen Assembly Drawing (2 of 2) 
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Table 1. Biaxial Creep Specimen Von Mises Stresses for Increasing Weld Concavity 
Stresses in MPa 
Position Reference 3 mil 6 mil 9 mil 12 mil 
Weld1 59.6 68.3 79.0 93.6 114.5 
Weld2 t 05.1 104.1 103 8 In3 I 102.5 
- I I - - Base 133.9 133.8 133.4 133.1 132.9 
Table 2. Biaxial Creep Specimen Radial Dispjacements for Increasing Weld Concavity 
Deflections in inches 
Position Reference 3 mil 6 mil 9 mil 12 mil 
Weld 1 0.00101 0.00098 0.00096 0.00093 0.00091 
Weld2 0.001 01 0.00101 0.00101 0.00101 0.00101 
Base 0.00104 1 0.00104 0.00104 0.001 04 0.001 04 
Conditions corresponding to above analyses @o!d Indlretes di??ersnces re!&& to origin-' II la1 a1 ---L.-' ~ l ~ d s ) :  
8325 psi internal pressure 
1071 F uniform temperature 
Haynes 230 material of construction 
reported stesses: linearized equivalent membrane stresses 
weld depression width held constant at 0.020 inches 
weld residual stresses assumed to be relieved 
axisymmetric model 
square notch modeled at interface between cap and wall in backing region (evident in Figure 1) 
notch assumed to be partially consumed during weld process; resulting axial gap length 
reduced to 0.020 inches as measured from cap bottom 
fill plug weld assumed to produce flat top 
weld concavity considered at upper joint only 
wall membrane stresses not reported; no variation from previous analysis 
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Biaxiat Creep Specimen Electron Beam and Laser Seal Welding Demonstration Report 
PNNL-I 5537 
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U P L  Inc. 
A m :  Swr Hayden M I S  1 1 1 j 
P.0. &x 1072 
Schenectady. NY 1 230 l 
Dear hlr. Hayden: 
'I'LWShlI*ITAL OF B I U I A L  CREEP SPECIMEN ELECTRON BEAM AND LASER SEAL 
WELDWG DEMONSTR4TION TEST REPORT 
This suhmitd satisfies h e  l i d  deliverable defined in Revision 5 of IV PNNL-SPP-05-0004. In 
additivn PhWL cenifies hach that dl work was performed as requested in the IY and that tht: 
unwed p m  and merallographic mounts were shipped to Ms. Jessica Bump at Beais Atomic 
Power Iabcrratnry an December 8.2005. A radiological survey ofthe pans and m a m s  uas 
cornpletcd and a copy of that srrrvey w a s  provided with the hardtvm. 
Once all the PNNL records associated with this work have been siihrni~led to project records the 
work packages associated with 'Lbe biaxial creep work will be closed and no further charges will 
be incurred by the project. It is anticipated that this will be completed by the end of kcember.  
If you have any questions, plcase contact Dean Prvrton at (509) 3 75 -2620. 
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Space. Reactor Materials (SRM) Irradiation 
Testing Project 
Client: Knolls Atomic P'clwrr Laboratory 
Project So: 48552 
Rtxlewcd By: 1212 105 
Datc 
Review By: Blcc  a( 
SRhI Autburiud Dcrivalivc CLasifrcr D a t ~  
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2.0 DESIGN SPEClFICATlONS AND DRAWINGS 
KX PL, lnc. Intbrmation-~o-Vtndor~ Hia,xial C'rrep Spmimo? i'nbrimrion, PNNL-SPf-US-CYM4 
RDT S ~ n t h d .  W&ng qf Aeacmr Core Cornponenu and Tisf Asse&C,i?s, RDT IKE) f 6-IT. 
JittcJ July 1973 and P h i t  c?iccytiuas :o applicarim oTstand.arct 
Pacifg Nonhwsi Nafiond Labmior)t? S p - c  Rcactor Materials {SRM) Irdiation Testing 
Project Qualiq Assurance Plm. SRM-PLAN-002 
Rethtef Rcnis Int. hawing. Brmi i l i  Creep Spctmen ,YTmtgl;r H'nli, SK-DPM 10hQYW 
Scc:~tci B+, Inc- Drawing, Biaxilrl Crecp Spccinm Iriweciiou Grome Botlutu End Cip. 
SK-DPh11051705 
Secntel Btuis, Lnc. Diawng Biax~al Creep Specimen lasptction Groove Top End 
CapWmtnision. SK-IWh!M5 ! 705 
B d l \ d  Bcuis. Iuc. Uritw~up NRKT .I'JOYO-I Bia,r(ial Crzrp Spxirncn Assrmbly. 5DI 9 %  
RESULTS OF WELD DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION 
'The following welding process- nnd in~pecrions w m  psrfomed on six s p c c i m s  f irn  a c h  alloy of 
interest which included Haps 230, Alloy 617, Nirnonic PE16. m A R - S t  IC, T-1 I I and FS-8 .  T h e  
nail of each tube swtion was drilled thmugh ao rhat when szal.welded the b'pccrmm did not reurn any 
pressure. As tequesled, the Nimcrnic Pf.: I b spec tnem were hear treater! fnllilwr ng electron heam wetding. 
bul befors radiographic irrspeccion. Each sup in rhz w i d  dmomtnlion sequence for a single dlo:; was 
ducun~cntocl on h e  REDI:VG PROCEDURE DE1l.IOh.3773.4 TTOX RECORD form along with k 
individual spcci~ucn idcittifkatiun numkrs,  This clcmur~stratiun rccurd is indudd in  ~ h c  &la paclagt, 
which arc organlcd by allay v p c  a d  includcd as Attach~nct~ts 15 to diis rcport. 
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3.1. Electron Beam Welding Pammeters 
Electron beam welding was used to amch endcaps onto a& end of t u b  swions. Th2 ixeidiag 
praiiaer's for this r f e ~ ~ i ~ ~ j v i ~ t i o t l  were esublisi;iltxI baed  on previous welding wpzrirrxc and uo~dunied 
during wdd dcvclopnicnt trials. For rhr purpacs of this wetcling dcruomtratim. six coniccutive 
spccimcns wcrc wddcd with no adjrtmncnt oittrc wddins paramctcts. which arc ineludcd in tfic aljo): 
data pckagcs. Bawd on prior cxpcricncc with this corrfigunnion, thc clcctron b e m  posirion in t i ~ c  
endcaptube joint u,as offset towards the tuk  by 0.002 in. during weldins to f~ililaie filiing of the 
n d i o p p h y  groove and to manage the bea; balmcr. In addition, the relecrion of a DC q m r  size was used 
to provide the deepem weid pcneuation with the minimum wrdth. However, 3 circle hlsarn ( 5  divtsmnc) 
was needed to soften the beam b improve the surface condition when welding the FS-HS spximens. The 
surface wndi tioa o i  his alloy ha: considerably mu@a than tbe other alws wckkd with fhe DC spot. 
Six PF. !t5 qccimens w r e  heat treated following electron beam welding The ha; neament w a ~  done m 
335 Building. usit;:: a Thtrma! Tcchnulogy w w m  furnace with mlybdtnun! heating elements. Tne 
specinem were ; . leasd iin alcohol urtd wriippzd in mslyMmum foil. This foil packxgt: was h i d  un a 
sraidcss srsel suppar1 w 1h: spaiinerrs wrwld be in Lhc hot mnc of thc funire. 'llrc foliowLy, llcal 
trcaancnt used: 
I .  Punrpdown to-1 10-' tom. 
1. Heat to 8UOcC. hold for 2 hours 
3. Backfill with argon to ambient preccwe 
4. I'd to < 250°C: 
5 ,  Heat lo TWC. hold for 16 hours. 
6 .  Backfill mid i  iiI1gQJt to an~biatt pgF;ssutr 
7.  Coui tu r w m  tsnzpcrdi~uc 
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3.5 Laser ScaI Welding Pammtm 
3.6 Vkml Examinstian of Laser Seal Welds 
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I 1 FS-8s 1 A4079 RC~?YL-.. Undushe Wdd 
i f A-lV8l kjxt f 
"- Un&~ir&Wdd 7 1 A-1083 -.,-. / k c c p t x b l c .  NIA I 
\ A1085 R c j ~ t  1 Undzrsi3:e W d  
! A-1087 
4 
.kccpmbk I N/A i 
I- I A.1089 R c j m  1 h c ~ m p l d ~  WcH 1 
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It was cotcd during mctizllopphic cu;unim~ion i h i  hi: v a t  hob w a c  drilled to the cxtmnc upper cnd 
oT&e dimensiand tolerance with mr?y drilled offcenter. The oversize hole causes much of the laser 
mergy to pass through the hole reducing the weld size. The large weld size in the nickel-bwe alloys m y  
be r e p n d b l e  for the observed cmckc. This is due to the large hoh diameter. Excessive power i s  required 
tn melt the mmsding meral and fifl the hole. High shrinkage messes are developed as tk weld mlai 
solidifies mulling in mter line cracks. 
3.9 Future Capability 
The electron beam welding md issltr seal weldins equipment will be used for o h  spplic~tiom at PNNL 
aftm the clnceout of this mntract. However, the infrastructure specific ?a biaxial creep specimens, such as 
the fiwruring, records, procedures imd experience will remain intact at PNNL and available for sinlib 
work if the pmgtammaric wed stxluid arise. Ir should he mxed that the weld parameten docurnmIui in 
rhe data packages arc qmifir: io the high-pwzr dcnsiry etccuon beam weldin:: equipment uscud w 
perfom this danonsuatim. Thc co~abiaalioi) ofdctnonstmad equipmut. skillcd ycrsmocl, ud 
cstablirhcd infiasbucturc at PXNL will bc rcady and avaihblc to conduct similar rnafcrhls fabrication 
and wcldng dcvoiopmmt work in the futurr. .4 summary of the capability and photographs of the 
welding equipment used to perform ?.his work at P X L  are provided ia Attachment 7. 
Tht. equipment used to perform these wid< as w I l  2% the furnace used to hex weat the Nimnnic PE16 
specimens were cali brartd in prepamtioil for a f m a l  quatifielion and a record of these cafihl.atiom is 
providid in Attachment 13. A list of all equipmenr. senrice m d  supplies purchased to suppon the work 
described io NRPCT IVfi PhNL-SPP-05.004 is provided in Anachnmt 9. PhXL rcson~mcnds h a t  ali ~f 
the applicclblc itcrns listd in ilttilchmcnt Y bc dispositioned as "abandon in piax"' duc to thc spccifie 
nature of the equipment. 
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' I s ?  Engineering 
Hwttelle Northwest 
Y.O. Hos Y99 
Rich land, W.4 99352. 
Joint ksstm btv Number 
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WELDING PROCEDURE 
&.;c Mat=Tipl b: Form: Kimonic Nickel 41ioy 
Tube and Har 
Fllier Lia:rria!. Form, Stze: 3lA 
Ko. of Passes- 1 
"iosmnlc" f ass Used: Yo 
Type Backing: Iutergral 
Machms Nakc or SFN: Hamilton Std. EBW S 5  601 
Additional Ink.: Eavor mhe all by approx .002 
1 I 
'*Penehtian P 
PROCESS VAL 
PRE-DECISIONAL - For Planning and Discussion Purposes  Only 
.Ap],mved h!. 
hmt 
DC spt 
hth. 
NlA 
NIA 
NJA 
Bettis - ER 100 
Wcld Tint Set Cp;lc (So;.r 2 Vsiulrn i'ton) 1 U~ 
Rise &: Min. 3tarr-to-hint Offset NIA 
Fnli Set x 1 (3) I 1 Position 3eama: 0‘ 
- - ..- 
Fwar tnhe hy .002 
 at&^! ~ p j  S e n i ? ~  1 FYE. 1 
'this p~~wtdlrp: i s  m accn-darce axith: 
~ e f % m t x >  
TF 
Size 
Frequency (H7j 
~ ~ u l a l i c n  -1 
PcddiingSrt 
V O ~ ~ ~ . C C  (KVi 
B C ~ ~ I I  CJT~CIT ~ K D I  
Barn Focus Fmm Work S w k c  
Heal Sh~cld horn  'Kork hsrmce 
weld S p d  (sec'w\) 
100 
I .m 
0" 
5 318" 
I 
Weld ~pccc !  tln:rnml 1 4 7 
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COGEMA ENClNEERlNC 24CO STEVENS CfNTER - TEL. fSC% 27:-1897 1 - -  I 
itwsor (ctw~. 
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I TEST ENGINEERING W E L D I N G  P R O G ~ D U R E  
BAWELLE NORTHWEST 
P.0.80K 999 LASER WELDING PROCESS 
UATERIAL: Nimllnic Allby (nckek b l e d )  
MICHNESS: 0.03 
PRE-CLEANING: Yes 
, 
COVER GLASS: Quartz 
MACHINE MAKE: Korrd 
MACHINE MODEL: KWD 
4DDtTIONAL INFO Evacuate and bock fill with 
UHP helium three times prior to welding. 
f 
DRAWING NUMBER 1 JOINT ASSEMBLY NO. DATE WELDING OPERATOR 
501 N96 1 NIA 11 Oct. 2005 ~ s e  Jones . 
 SEE WELDING PROCEDURE DESCRIFTION ~ e t t i a  N ~ ~ ~ L S P P G ~ M  FOR QUALITY REQUIREMENTS. 1 
-- 
1 
PROCESS VALUES 
ROD TYPE & I O. NO. Nd:YAG VOLTAGE 1 2.5 
APERTURE 100 SWT SEE 0.747 
AT ENUATOR 0 JOULES 1 PULSE N/A 
MONITOR VOLTS 85-87 ATMOSPHERE Hd im 
SCALE FACTOR NIA PRESSURE 0-3000 PSIG 
F X U S  LENS 6" .PULSE WIDTH Posllion #3 
NO. OF PULSES 1 or more 
PREPARFn BY- ORlGNAL ISSUE 11 Oct. 2005 
&a Jones REV. NC. 
RW NC 
REV. NC 1 
~AFPRCVED FOR TEST ENG K E R I N G  PRQCEDURE IV5. 
Bettis - Laser - 202 
L I 1 I 3itl3 
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Tesr Engiuwr isg 
Baltefle h'urtbwcsr 
P.O. Box 999 
Rlchland. WA 99352 
Drawing Numbtr 1 f olnt Assembly Numbrr 
I 
WELDISG PROCEDURE 
Elec~roo Beam Weld iag Procm 
Weld Posiiim: 1 G 
No, of Passes: t 
'X'nsmenc" Pass Used: Nu 
Gun Typz: CtR 32 
Lap-Ova [iai&g) 909 
Tp,pr Hachn~:  lntergral 
hlschint: Make or S!N: HmUtur~ Std. EBW Sm 601 
Acditionnl brfo.: Favor tubc dl by npprox .a02 
Date Weldhe, Operatarr 
19 C)a. 2805 A. Asr J a m  
Bettis JV # PNNL-SPP-.S001 
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TEST ENGINEERlNG 
BATTELLE NORTHWEST 
P.O. BOX 299 
RICHIANC, Wli  99352 
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W E L D I N G  P R O C E D U R E  1 
LASER WELDING FROCESS 
COVER G W  I 
MCHIFtE !(1X<E: Korad I 
~~WC'rfiN E M C D a  K\VD 
XDDITiQNX iNFO Ev~cuate 2nd back fill with 
UHP helium three times pricr to weiding. 
I 
PRCCESS VALUES 
733 TYPE L 1.9. K L  1 Nd:YAG VOLTAGE 2.5 
i3 ERTWE 1 100 S?OT SIZE 0.747 
~ITE~SUATCR 0 JOULES ? PULSE 1 NIA 
:iCKITOX VOLTS 85-87 .4TMCSPilEE Helium 
I I 
NI'A PF7ESSU.E I C - M O O  PSiG 
;OC;CIS LENS 6" ?ULSE WIDW 1 Position # 3 
40. OF PULSES : or w e  i 
/ORIGNAL ISEM t 1 Oct. 2005 
Asa J O m S  REV. NO. 
-. . - -. . . - - ----- - 
- - -  - - -  i 7 . -  - - - - - - - -  ---- REV. NO 
- 
I .?,7CCEDUEE NO. 
Beltis - Laser - 201 
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Tensile Tsr Data I 1 x 1  
Tensile Tm Spccimertc 1 x 1  
REPORT SO; 
DATE REMARKS OR  LAB^ ACC  RE^ 
N(3. 
X!A 
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P 
Tcst Engineering 
Rnttelle Nortl~west 
Y.O. Box YY9 
Richland. W.4 99352 
WELDING PROCE DI!RE 
Electron Beam Welding Process 
I 
Drawing Number Joint Assembly Number 
50 15W6 NI A 
Base Ma;efiai & Farm: Htynes 230 Alloy 
Tobc and Bar 
E'lller Mstrnal, Foml, Sue. SfA 
Preheat: N/A Postheat: %A 
Weld Poslt~on: 1C 
Ko. of Passes: 1 
Gun Type: CLR 32 
Type Backrng : lnttrgral 
Machine Make or StW: Hmilton Std. EBW S f 3  601 
Additional Info.: Favor mbe all by nppro1.002 
t "Ptnttradon P *- PROCESS V A l  
Date I Welding Operators 
I . - I Vottagc (KV) 100 I D 
Bcdrn Current {ma) 1.70 T 
Ream Focus F~orn Wotii Surfncc 0" ! 
Heat Shield From Work Dimnce 1 5 3.W 1 
\Veld Speed r secirevl 1 I 
Weld Spced (m'rn~c) 1 47 PI 
Wcid T ~ m c  Sc[ Cycle {SCC ) 2 I v 
Rise Sc W n .  1 B 
fall Set X I @  I P 
h 
Rotation Spd Sating 1 SK. 
l3:s procrdu!~ !r in aczordmce ur~th: (3 
tkttir It' P PNN t-SPP-05-004 
- . -. . .A . -  . . .  . . .  
Prepared by 
ass" 
.CES 
cfltction I None 
rpC DC Spot 
F~equency (Hz) N/r\ 
Mbdulatica Sct W.4 
uddling Sa KIA 
acuurn (tom 1 O'> 
cam-lo-Joint Offset N/ 4 
osttion Beam a: or Favor rube by .OD2 
f 
f racedu re Xu. 
Bettis - EB - 102 
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--..---- A -NDE CAPSUE RADIOGRAPHIC PROCEDURE AND TEST REPORT 1 -03 "' )JUN OW! tw:w~  EMMINATIGN . -. 
.j:, - .! CUGEMA ENGINEERING 2469 STE"VEhS CEWE9 Yf. 1503) 3-53567 
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TEST ENOlNEERlWG 
BAITELLE NORTHWEST 
P.0. BOX 999 
W E L D I N G  P R G C E D U R E  
LASER WELOiNG PROCESS 
I RICHLAND, WA 99352 1 
i MATERIAL: Haynes 239 AI~OY [nickel barea) j THICKNESS; 0.03 PRE-CLEAN ING: Yes 
COVER GLASS; - Qua* 
MACHINE MAKE: Karad 
MACHINE MODEL: KWD 
ADDITIONAL INFO Evacuate and back fill with 
UHP hellurn three times prior to weldlna. 
DRAWING NUMBER I JOINT ASSEMBLY NO. ] DATE 1 WELDING OPERATOR 
I 
501 5996 I NIA 1 11 ~ c t  2005 I w m e s  I 
PROCESS VALUES 
4 
ROD ~ P E  & I.D. NO. N~:YAG ]VOLTAGE 2.5 
APERTURE $00 ISPOT S K E  0.7 47 
A ~ W J A T O R  o 'JOULES I PULSE NIA 
MONITOR VOLTS 85-87 ATMOSPHERE Helium 
SALE FACTOR WA PRESSURE 0-3000 PSKj 
FOCUS LENS 8" PULSE WIDW Position # 3 
NO* OF PULSES 1 f or more I 
i, , .b ,  .,,.." " .  , - ,", .IVI V - *YY"Lr . . W".. C---- 
I Asa Jones REV. NO. 
1 
". - - '  .. . . *Eli; w, - . ; . . - - .  - - - .  
" i 
Rmf. NO. 
I 
:APPROVED FOR TEST ENGINEERING PROCEDURE NC. 
Bettis - Laser - 200 
-~ 
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Drawing Numbcr - 1 Joint ~srcmbly Number 
I 
.. . . . . - - . . . . . 
Prep a red by 
JTEI,UlNC PROCEDURE 
Elcctrm Bcarn Welding Process 
Hast Ma:erlal k Fom- 1'-11 t A i l W  1Ta1 
Tube and Bar 
Filler Maicr:d, Farm. S i t c .  VIA  
No. of Passes: I 
Lap-O~er (tn,deg) 90" Min. 
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Sornple Ws 
Specimen Numkrs TOP ltlullurrr 
T - . A m  A. 105 5 A-ID56 
T-.MT: -%-I057 A-10% 
'I-.MG A-1059 A-1060 
T - M I  A - i i h l  A 1062 
T-AAN A- tM3 A-IOM 
'1'-AHA A-1M.i A-1066 
- . - -  
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Mrtal(oRraptiy Meport a d  Momnl Nor 
Melallrgraphy Photos ~tlTormation) 
Radibgraphp Report 
Heliam Iat Kate 
ropy af the:Proredurc 
Preta~re Test Dats 
X 
X 
X 
- -  
X 
X 
Y 
J 
/ 
hb 
J~ 
053r Mr. Paxtor.: 
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A R E V A  
Mr. Dean ?axton 
Battelle 
Posit Offm 13ox $99, M51N K2-44 
Richlaca, Washmgtor 99352 
CONTRACT NO. 16052 - CONSULTING SERVlCES Qf DELUCCHI I CAST0 
As reqbes!ec, this !etter outllnes h e  sJGcess and short-mings of Ihe fadiagraphy of the 
pressurized specimens. 
-he nxkei-based materials, even though the x-ray grcores in the end caps were not 
sqcare and undersled ir. some of 1- samples, were examined !n accordanza wth the 
reqilrements 2nd lounc tc be acceprabie. 
- The niobium alcly materials may have been properly examined; however. Ihe x-ray 
grooves were not machined to the prcper size. This wautd have made radiography results 
inconclusive siwe the tpmve in tne teK exposures of t h ~  nsn-welded samples was very 
fairt in one end cap and non-existent in tne ofher, The 160 kV x-ray system appears to be 
at ils pene:ration Lmit :or this material a: this thickness (wail thickt*ess measured at 
approximately 5.025') as the inner lmll was not resolved to the level it should have been. 
However, in tne minion of COGEM, Inc. Levol Ill ceRifred rad:ographar, nis type of 
pfessurmd specimen material cauic have been successfdy examined. 
- The !andurn materials awe not examlnet! because the 1BC kV x-ray systec :does no1 
have the penetati~n power lor lhis dense ;ra?eriial. The wall of neither the tube nor the 
end cap codd be resoluod. 
When PteSSUrl7ed Sp€dmen radiography of hrgn-density materials ws perf~rmec In the past ~t 
was c o ~ ~ u c t e d  at a Depanmeot of Ene:Qy (DOE) facility. This DOE facility is :so& in the Drcclss 
of beir:g demolished. Tw 160 kV and 450 kV way syxerns were removed fran :ha buiidhg and 
acquired b y  COGEMP?, Iric. througk the rm-destiuttw exaxinatim contrac! The currert 
COGEMA, lnc. ndioysphy facility features s kigh-frequency 163 kV Phihps x-ray syste~. -he 
i7terioe 01 t7e x-ray wa;llt :s appr6xirna;ely 6 feet by 6 faet and abmt B Feat in hoight, w h : c ~  ~s 
i;cEquaIe io: mcs: smsll steel ar.b slainiess sieel parts up to thickness of abm: 1.25 inc5e.s. 
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If ycu hate any questions or require addi!ional !nformatim, piease feal Iiea [u ccntact 
iclr. .lohi? <eve a1 315-4003. 
&hn K. Keve, NDE Level I l l  
COGEMA: Inc 
ktarlc 13. Rickenbach 
Sr recro-. S ~ f l i c e s  
COG EMA. hc.  
??i~+iand Cfiice 
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TEST ENGINEERING W E L D i N G  P R O C E D U R E  
BATTELLE NORTHWEST ( 
P.O. BOX999 LASER WELDING PROCESS i 
RICHLAND, WA 99352 ! 
MATER14L: T-111 Alloy (Ta) 1 
THICKNESS. I 
MACHINE MODEL. KWD I 
ADDITIONAL iNF8 Evacuate and back 1111 wlth 
UHP helium three times prior to wekling. 
I 
I 
- ' .. .,* .. , . -. . . .:, ?;.,A .,:a+> . .,: s.. . --. . . . .  * - 7 .  . . :*  . ,. . >-, -: -:.: .-. ' ~ . c .  . , . 
DRAWiNG NUMBER I JOINT ASSEMBLY NO. I DATE 1 WELDING OPER4TOR 
I I 
501 5996 1 NIA 1 .  f 1 Oct. 2005 Am Jones 1 
! 
SEE WELDING PROCEDURE CESCR1PTK)N BattisN L PWNbSPPQS404 FOR QUAUTY REQUIREMENTS. I 
. . -* ,.&,,*2z.+.-: ?. - . 3~ ,-<++ ~*"* -. . . * - * .  . ~.:-.,.?.. - , . .. . . ,, - r  ~" -: - &;- .- .', .t.W,"?-. ,Z'+? .. ;. :>.-. . . . 
PROCESS VALUES 
103 TYPE & 1.D. NO. 1 Nd:YAG VOLTAGE I 3.6 
4PERTURE 1 00 SPOT SIZE 0.747 
~TTENUATOR ! o JOULES ; PULSE NIA 1 
jCALE F.4Cf OR I ! NIA 
=OCUS LENS 6 
'REPARED BY: 
JO. OF PULSES 1 or more 
JORIGNYL ISSUE % A  O C ~ .  2005 I 
PRESSURE 
PULSE W IOTH 
I 
Bettis Laser - 203 
0-31300 PSlG I 
Paslmn # 3 I 
.. . 
. .  . 
. . -  
. .. .. 
. " 
. .  . 
. . , * .  
- 1  
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WELDPlG PROCEDURE DEMONSTRATION RECORD 
I 
Prbrerlwe Nm. Jkt t is  - L a w -  203 
No. of Sampler Reqaired 6 
R T  S c c t h  1 8 Cakgury 4 
SPmplc ldcntifIertion Nos Scc Rmarke 
Component lnspectioo Heport Nor N1A 
Material I11 r l d  Heat NO 'r-11 I 41kw 4Ta1 
RXFERENCPXl NO. OF ( :HAK4C:'mRISTIC SAMPLES SPECJFICATLON RE 
( 'nmp. ( :Itanal I HC1t1s Yrnctdnre # NiA I 6 
Visual (Weld) I Y?: lib-21 Src. h  par^. b3.2 1 h 
H e h m  Leak 1'tsi SE Fb-2t Ser. 6 Para. f ~ 3 . b  1 NIA 
Wadingapby YE Y4-Zt Src. 6 Para. 63.4 1 N/A 
Yrersure 'I'M: Rettir Pmrcdure # NlA I %/A 
M etnllagraphp SLi. Y6-21 S&. 6 Para 63.7 1 0 
nimenriourt I Ilrswing reqo1remo1s I K 
Record Da(i Rcqnirod For Procedure 1 Yes I No I Compittcd 
Helium Ix ik &re X 
r o p y  of the Procedure X I /  
Yn?rsurc Trrt Dntn X 
TA Delucchi #h b & 
Prepared by:- llatt:JJ~.&JW 
&elding Opervtur Nwm Asa Joncs 
Wdds Madc on: 
Wdding Eqnipment ID EBW SIN 601 
Ndding to Praccdure Witnessed by IWA 
PRmRAM Betiills BTaxlrl ~ L I  Soedmnr 
REPORT NO. . TECH' OR DATE: R E Y A W  ORLAB lD ACC REJ 
mSPECToR NO. 
Specimen Numbers Sample t;'s 
'T-.W A-11DY 
T - . w  A-1110 
T - M G  A-1111 
T-.4A1 A-I 112 
T-AAN A - i l l >  
'1'-AHA A.1ll.t 
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Test Engineering 
Batteile Northwest 
P.O. Box Q99 
r 
- 
Drawing Number Jomr Assembly Number 
551SW6 NIA 
WELDIN(; PROCEDURE 
Electron Beam -.,;elding Ymccsc 
Xu. or Passe,: 1 
"Casmct:~" Pass U ~ c d  So 
Gun Tp: CLR 32 
Ac?drtlonal In%-: Favor tube all by appror .002 
Date Wdding Opentorrs 
19 OcL ?Po5 A. Asr 30na 
?A Pucklling Set 31.4 
3.5 1(r5 
hfin. Bcm-to-Jcint Gfkct ~ 1 . 4  
, 
~ e t l ~ i  1 % 1 @ 2 Podian Beams  or Favor tube by -002 
I Rfv Y 0 . L  Rcr. No. Hp\. No. -. 
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Prnced~n No. Bmb - @- 104 
No. orSampltp Required 6 
RDTScction 8 C h t c g o ~  4 
Sample ldeatiticnthn Nos Set Remarks 
{':nmpnnent ~&aecllor Wrpart Nos N14 
' 
Muttrial ID ah* E d  Nu Aahr ~ U o v  ma) 
Pmprrrd hy: A A .  I- Ihtc I I ikt&!l5 
Welding Optrator Xa~ue Asa k n a  
Wc-&Is Made on: /?? &d J ~ - F  
Welding Eqmipment ID EBW S!N 601 
Welding to Pmcrdnre W t l n ~ L d  by NIA 
~ ' R ~ G R A M  thttir R l d d  Tmet, m c a s  
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Mr. Daac ?axto3 
Battslle 
P3s: O:f ice Eax 999. MSIN K2.4 
Rtchlana, Washngtor: 9Y352 
:ear Mr. Parton: 
CONTRACT NO. 16052 - CObJSULTlNG SERVICES OF DELUCCUl I CAST0 
.As requesed, this .etter'outhes the sJccess and short-oo~~ings ~f the radiography of the 
;>ressgrized spocirnans. 
The n:cKel-bssed rnatenals. even though the x-ray grooves tn t x  end caps were not 
syczre aad undersized in same of ihe samples. &ere examined In accordance with the 
requiremenla and fou~d  tc be acce?table, 
The rllobium alloy materials may have been propeny examined; hotever, :he x-:3y 
grooves were nut machined to the 3ropr sire. This wauld haw made raaiographp resulls 
inconclusive since rhegmove in the test exposures of the non-wlbed samples was very 
faint in one and cap and non-existent in the other- Ths 160 kV x-ray system appears to t:e 
at irs penetration limit for :his material at this ihickmss (wall thickness measured at 
appmwnately 0.025') as the innet wall was n d  resolved to the level it shou!d have beeq. 
However. in ?he opnlon of CWEMA, Inc. Levet Ifl  centlied radiwapher mls type ot 
pressur.zed specimen marerial cou:c h a w  been successfully examined. 
The :sntattlrn materials were not examined btcausc lhc 160 klr x-ray system does no: 
have the pmeiratian power for this dense' mate&. The wall of neither the tvoe nor :he 
end caL could be resalvec. 
;.t'ken prcsswired specimen radiography of highdensity rnakriais vvas performed in t h  past i l  
was ~~nducteb  at a Dqartment of Energy (DOE) faciiity. n i s  DOE fscilj ty is now in the p r o m s  
d b a i n ~  demolished. The Z E O  kL' an6 450 kV x-ray systems here removed from the b~rlb~ng nd 
acqlirerl hy COGEMA. Inc. thraugh the nw.-destrucrive ewpmination c m m c t .  The crrent 
CCGEMA, In:. radiography fasl!lty femres a high-frsquency 160 kV Philtps x-ray sysIe.9 The 
~r~ler.cr cd the x-ray vault is apvro~irr'aIely 6 feet by 6 feel a m  abcul b feet in heign:. vrr.ich is 
sdeqvo:e fcr mcst sma:l sreel and stainless steel p3,qs .I? to thickness of a b w t  1.25 irlches 
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f yea have any quest.ons or require actii:.cnal ini~rmakm, please feel free to can:=! 
M r .  John KOL'G at 375-4003, 
M=k 3. Rickonb~Ch 
Director, Services 
COG EMA. 1.33. 
Richland Office 
%$--.--- 
uohn K. Keve, NDE Level Ill 
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TEST ENGINEERING I W E L D I N G  P R O C E D U R E  
BATTELLE NORTHWEST 
P . 0  BOX 969 LASER WELDING PROCESS 
RICHLAND. WA 99352 
I : '.
, .. . 
: - .a CWER G U S .  
I 
- . .  7- -4 
i AD 31TIONAL lNFC f vacuaw and back flit w i t h  E83.7- . - .  , UHP helium three times priwto welding. 
k . -. . 
.- - . I! .. 4 
. . .  . .  
? . "  . .  
CWWING NgMBER JCXNT ASSEMBLY N3. DATE WEWtNG OPER4TOR 
501 5996 NiA 1 7  Oct. 2065 Asa Jonas 
SEE ih;El.CING PROCEDUSE DESCRIPTION I V ~  P H N F - S P P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  FOR aClALlTY REaUtREMENTS 
I , . 1  . . . - ., - .  
-. . ... 
_ . .  . . 
. " 
PROCESS VALUES 
R 0 3  TYPE d, .D. NO. Nd:YAG [VOLTAGE 3.6 
\APERTURE 1 00 SPOT SZE 0.747 
ATTENuA-OR 0  JOULES i PULSE NIA 
' MONITOR VCLTS I t ~ - 9 9 7  ATMDSPHEE Helium 
\SCALE FACTOR I NIA PRESSURE 0-3000 PSlG 
F 0 C US LENS I 6" ]PULSE ,&lDTH Position # 3 
I 1 I NO OF F U S E S  t- '1 or more I 
 PREPI IRED BY IORIGNAL ISSUE 17 oct. 2005 
I Asa Jcnes REV. NO. 
1 
I REV. NO. 
RE'J I 4 0  
i I 
f 
P R D X 3 U t T  NO. 
Bettis Laser - 204 
I 
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*ELDlh'G PROCEDLW DEMONSTRATION RECORD 
-- 
Prokdare Xi ReUk - Laser - 204 
Nn. of Samples Reqoird 6 
RDT Sra lo l~ .  8 Catcevp 4 
Sample ItkdCcation Nos S t t  Remarks 
Cbmponcnt Inspection Rrport Nos NIA 
.Material U) and Heat No Astar N Q v  flab 
Ilimeadoad I Ilrawing reqmirtmtnts I ti 
I Record Ihb Rrauired For horedurr I Y R  1 NO 1 C o d d e d  
- . - > .  
-- 
Helium I .enk !Rate X 
Copy d the Prcrednre X v' 
Prerrsra T& Data X 
Presmrc Test Spccimcas X 
Tma8c Trst'DPta X 
Tensile ~ m t ' S p ~ c m o s  X 
1 NIA . 1 I 
J 
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. Drawing Nurnher Joint Ac~rnbly Number 
501 3996 . Y:A 
Ma:hine Make or SIN: Hamilton Std. KBW SIR' hO1 
Addnional kfo.: Fator tabe all bp appror .OO2 
lhre Welding Operators 
1 
20 Oct. 2005 I 
;!zc I .OH 
':qt~cncv [Hz) 60 Ilr 
d~;Julsl:u:~ ~ c t  1 KI'A 
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WELDING PROCEDURE (Continuation Sheet) 
"Cosmetic Pass3 
FROCKS VALUES 
Voltage iKY) 100 Dcfla;tian Qrck 
Ream Cuaat (IN) 4.5 T n c  10 dlv. 
Berm Focus From U'mk Surf- -40 Size 0 3 0  
Hcat Shield F m  Wnf! D i m c e  5 3 W  Fwurncy iESr j 60 Fkt 
Wdc: Speed ( s e W j  2 Modutanon N:A 
Weld S W  (in;dn) 24 PuJtlling Ser NIA 
Wdd Tim Set Cyclc (Stc.) 3.5 Vacuum (tor) 1rs 
R k  Sd Mln. Bccm-b-Joint O f i d  None 
Fall S d  r l  @ Z Position Beam at or 1 Center af h i n t  
Rotarian Spd-Pot Sem'ng 1 SM. I 
I f h ~  procedure IS in accordance with: I Qnginal hue: Rev. No. 0 
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Dear  k!r. Pastx.  
CONTRACT NO. 16052 - CONSULTING SERVICES OF OELUCCHI I CAST0 
As feqllt%ft?d. 1.h  letter cutlines the success aric shcrl-comings i the radiograpky ol It= 
pr Y sswired specimens. 
Tho r.icksl-~ased materials, ovon lhough 'S.o r-ray grooves in :he end caps v ~ e  n6! 
q u a r e  anc uficersized in sone of the samples, were exavined in acco:3ancf wl:h tlle 
requi:ments and !cum! to 5s acceptable. 
The r,iobiurn clloy rr,ateEals may heve 3een properly examined; hcvrover, the x.my 
pcoves wero no: rnachinsd to the proper siro. T fiis would h3de made radiograohy res-tlls 
jnconcusive since the groove in the test exposures of the ran-weldec Sam3kS i ~ 2 5  very 
faim m m e  erd cap and non-existent i n  !he other. The 160 kV x-ray system w3ezrs tu 3e 
zt its psaetratm linii fo: this ma:eriai at this thickness (wall thickness measured a: 
approximately 0.025") as the inner wal' was not resolved to tne level i: sho~ld have been. 
Howeve?. In t ie  opinion of COGEMA, Inc. tevei Ill cwbfM radiographer, this t p p e  cf 
:ressu*ized specmen matenaleou~~j nave Deen ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ f l ~ l l ~ ' e ~ a m i r l e d .  
Tk-e tantalum mrenals were nut hmrn:r;eci bemuse h e  160 W x-ray sysrefr does ~ c t  
hcvs the penetmion gowcr fcr this 3cnsc natcrial. fhc wail of ncithc~ the tube ncrthe 
end czo cou!d be resotved. 
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CONCURRENCE: 
&k?ir~ K. Keve, NDE L e x l  III 
COGEMh. Inn;. 
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TEST ENGINEERING W E L D I N G  P R O C E D U R E  
-1 
I BATfELLE NORTHWEST I 
P .Q. BOX 999 i LASER WELWNG PROCf SS I 
-- .- . RICHLAND, WA 99352 1 
hlATERt&: FS-85 Alloy (Nb) 
THICKNESS: 0.03 
PRE-CLWNIQG: Yes 
COVER GLASS' Quam 
. MACH1NE MAKE: Kord 
MACHINE MODEL: KWO 
ADDtTfGNAL INFD Evacuate and back fill mth 
t 
UHP helium three times prim ta weiding. 
I 
DRAWING kUh1BER 1 JGlNT ASSEMBLY NO, i DATE I WELDlhGOPERATOR / 
501 5996 I NIA ; I 1  Oct 2005 Asa Jones 1 
i 
SEE WELDING PROCEDURE DESCRlPTlON -1. IV1PNNL-SPP45ODd FOR W A L I T Y  REOUIREMENTS I 
. . . -- . - A * '  + 1 
PROCESS VALUES I 
: RO.3 TYPE B ID. N3. Nd;YAG 1 VOLTAGE 3.6 
1 
APERTURE 100 !SPOT SlZE 0.747 
A-ENUATOR 0 1 J;KILES I PULSE NIA 
Jt..+mToR . VOLTS 194.197 !ATMOSPHERE Helium 
SCALE FACTDR NIA PGESSUFiE 0.3000 PSlG 
FOCUS LENS 6" PULSE WICTH Position # 3 
NO OF PULSES I or more 
PREPAR=3 6Y. I O R I G N A L  ISSUE 11 0% 2005 
Asa Jones FiEV. NC. 
REV NC! 
L 
3. U3 
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T y c  K TC-K499-r 
'Type K 
( .'~IWII ler Ian 
338 h, I I ,  Zt)W Junc y.c.s 
Furnace 
-- .- 
Vacuum 
Furnace 
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Ulaxial Creep Specimen E.lrmn Beam and Laser Scal Nelding Dcmonstmtion Test Report 
PNNL-15531 Rw, 0 
ATTACHMENT 9 
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Radiograph Examination Procedure 
COGEMA-SVRT-PRC-006 Rev. 2 
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National Laboratory 
August 9,2005 
KAPL Inc. 
Aim: Stcvc Hmydcn (M/S f 11) 
P.O. Rax 1072 
Schcnectady, W I ZUl l 
TRANSMITI'AL, OF RIAXMI, CREEP SPECIMEN RADIOGRAPHIC PROCEDURE 
, . 
t I .  NRPa Comment L I:+ 25 x - q  fiLn wilt be a d  for th ndqrapllic inspcctinn, nnd 
the inspection d l  be p c r f o d  using a lW+s 160 hV x-my system. 
Attsrchmcnt 3. N R P c ; ! : L a  After ciiscussicwr wtth NRPCI' tcchniul cnntoctr, this mmmcnt 
was rcviscd to bc a3 statctl in Attachmmt 3. 
Chad Paintcr 
Project Managcr 
Space Rrartor Materials Irmdnna, ' l i s m g  l 'rqox 
Tckphmq (509) 3724112 b m d  M.pmtm@dgor. .  h x  (?iW.l372442L 
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Attachment 1 
Radiograph Examination Procedure, COGEMA- SVRT-PRC-00 6 
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COGEMA ENGiNEERIMG 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
APPROVAL RECORD 
COGEMA 
Mil 14  2303 
Records Management 
GI 
( L a v e  B h k )  
Document Number: COGEMASVRT-PRC-006 Rerisioa: 2 
Title: RADLOGRAPHIC E X k ! A T l O h '  PROCEDURES 
Editarial Change: ff Technical Change: Update Required Readlag: m o  
Description of Change and Purpose for Change: 
Rewrite 
Document Type: Business Sensitive Qualiry hsurance C] Other El 
Retention Period: Nan-Permanent Lifetime D Project File 
~;ontto\\ed R O D 2  9 
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COCEMA ENGtNEERING 
COGEMASVRT-PRC-006 
Revision 2 
Page 1 
Effective: Novembtr 14,2003 
RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION PROCEDURES 
1.0 PURPOSE 
This procedure establishes the requirements for the control of radiographic cxarninarion of 
mttrials, ~ d d s  and assemblies. 
2.0 SCOPE 
This proccdurc has three b i c  parts which are used in conjunction with one another for each 
examination. Thcse parts consist of Rcqucstflns~ction for Nondestructive f est Services (W1) 
form, COGEMA-SVAD-PRC-OO 1; rcquircm~nts appl id lc  to all radiography; and appendices 
for specific requirements appticablc to qccific C o b ,  Smdatds, and spccidized radiographic 
techniques. 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
COGEMA Engineering procedme COGEMA-SVCP -PRC-O14, Qrralrfrcutiun a d  
CerrNcatian of Nondeshuctive Dammatton Persomi describes the responsibilities and 
requirements far personnel performing nondemctive examinations. 
4.1 RtquesVlnstruction for Nondestructive Test Services 
The following additional requirements sball be included or directly referenced i n  the WI . 
and shall be considered as part of this procedure for the specific jab quested. 
+ The extent of examination required 
Material, part, or w l d  identification for each object 
The acceptance criteria 
Any additional requirements 
4.2 Miation Safery 
AH radiographic examinations shall be conducted in compliance with NDE's' me 
operation and emergency pracedues (COGEMA-SVSO-PRC-Ol 1 and COGEMA-SVEP- 
PRC-0 12). 
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COGEMA ENGINEERING 
CQGEMASVRT-PRCIDO6 
Revision 2 
Page 2 
Effective; h'ovembcr 114,2003 
3.3 Component Handling 
As s general rule, care should be exercised sa soft metals such as I c d  and aluminam do 
not come in contact with stainless steel and high nickel a1 loys being radiographed. 
Additional resrrictians as well as specific handling and cleanliness instructions shall be 
specified in the FUI or documents dimtip referenced therein. 
4.4 Image Quality hdicator Design 
In general, the image quality of radiographic fdm for examinations performed to the 
American Society of M e c h d  Engineers (ASME), ASME Boiler and P w w e  Vz~se!  
C& requirements shali be determined by conventional ASME p&etrameters. Special 
image quality indicating standards or templates may be used in conjunction with the 
ASME penerrmeres ar alone, for nonCode-ml 9 ed in the W[ 
or documents directly referenced therein. v~mmjtff8 
Penetramcters shatl be m u f a c t u r ~ d  ta the requirements of the ASME kler and 
Pressure Vesscl Code, Section V (SE-747 and SE-1025). 
4.4.2 Metrological Verification 
Bcforc thcjr initial usc, dl penetranteras shall bc inspcctcd or ccnificd by the 
rnanufactclrcr or other indepcndtnt Laboratory for cmfarmancc to thsi 
dinxmsianal spr=cifications as rcquircd by ASME Boilcr and Pressure Vcsscl 
Code, SE-I 025. SrandardPraccice for Design. MmrJPcflue. and Material 
Grouping CZussiJicmivn yf Hate-Twe Iwge  Qualily Irzdicafor (lQ0 Used Fur 
Rcrdlology and Code, SE-747, Sca~fdard Praciice for Design, Mu~acrure, and 
Murerid Gmupiy ClassQ?carion of Wre Imuge QuaZlry r~dicatws UQl) Used 
/or Radiolog).. Permameters shall be identified with a norueperitive code of 
lruers, numbers, or combinations 10 signify acceprance for as long as the 
p e n e m e m  is retained. 
4.4.3 Maintenance 
Peneuamters and shims shall be examined before use and shall be periodically 
cleaned TO keep them free of dirt, grease, tape residue, and other contarninants that 
could adversely affeci radiography. Loose or missing penetrameter identification 
numbers shall be replaced. Damaged penemmeters or shims shalI be discarded 
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RADIOGRAPEEKC EXAMINATION PROCEDURES 
4.5 Film Viewing 
4 5 . 1  Film Viewing Equipment 
Eiquipment used to view radhgrqh for interpretation sha[l include a variable 
high-intensity Iighl source sufficient far viewing the essential penameter hole 
and for the specific dtasity range of the area of interest The viewing condi tians 
skdl be nach that light from mud the outer edge of the radiograph or coming 
tbrougb low-density portions of the d i o p p h  does not interfkrc with the 
interpretation. 
4.5.2 Film Viewing Facilities 
Viewing facilities shall provide &dad background IighGng of an intensity and 
type tbat will not cause @oubl#~tltt rd ldons ,  shadows, ar glare on tht 
radiopphic film. UHCO NiRrJLbED 
4.6 Examination Surfacc fQ.0 p -3: 3;3! a 
Wtcn in thc judgment of the NDE Lcvcl 11 Dr I11 Radiographer, such action is 
ncccssary, h weld surfiicc or other irrtgularities on accessible surfices of 
werials or assemblies sUl br moved by h e  customer or his agent before 
acoepmnce examination. Tfiis removal will be to a degree that the resulring 
radiographic image cannot mask or be confused with the image of any 
discontinuity of interest. 
5-62  Surfxe Finish 
The finished surface of welded joints may be flush with the base matend or may 
have a reasonably urufonn crown with reinftcernent, concavity, or undercut, 
provided it is within the specified limits of tho referenced Code or Standard 
section listed on the WI. 
4.7 Technique Consideratiom 
% h n  practical, single-wall radiography shall be 4 
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4.7.1 Single-Wall Technique 
'Ihe radiaion beam must pass &rough only one wall of tht compmnt, rnakrial, 
ar weld that is viewed for acceptance on tbe mdiograpb. An adcquatc numbcr of 
exposures shall be made to demonsme rh the required caverage has b a a  
Qbtained. 
4, ? ,2 Double-Wall Technique 
When it is not practical to use a single-wall technique, one af the following 
double-wall techniques shall be used: u~cbnraou~~  
Single-waiI viewing 
In single-wall viewhg the radiation beam must pass through two walls of the 
object, but only the weld an the film side i s  viewed for acceptance. A minimum 
of three ~xposucs  taken 120 dcgrcw a p a ~  shall bc made; however, additional 
exposures m y  bc required to dcrnonsttmtc that the required coverage has ken 
obtained; ie . .  four cxposurcs at 90 d e p s  apart. 
Double-wall viewing 
The radiation beam must pass duough both walls of a c~mpncnt  or weld, and 
both walls must be viewed for acceptance. The marerial or weld shall be 3-112 
inches or less in nominal outside diameter. murce side -1 be 
@. Care should ke exercised to ensure that the required geomeuic unsharpness 
is not exceeded. Either the offset or suprimposed radiographic technique may be 
wed. 
Offset Radiographic Technique. ThP radiation beam may be offset from the 
weld at an angle suff~cient o sepme  tbe images of the s u m  side and film 
sidc portions of the weld so that h e  is no overiap of the areas to be 
intqretcd. A d m u m  of two cxposwes taken 90 d e w s  to each other 
shall be made. Additional exposures shaU be made if the required 
radiographic coverage is nut obtained; ix., three cxposurcs at 60 degrees 
apart. 
a Superimposed Radiographic Technique. The radiation b a n  may bc 
positioned so that the i m e s  of both walls are superimposed. A minimum of 
three expomvcs taken at either 60 degrees or 120 degrees to each other shall 
be made. Additional sxpsures shaIl be made if the required radiographic 
coverage is mt obtained; i-e., four exponues at 45 degrees apart. 
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EUDIOCRAPHIC EXAMINATION PROCEWRES 
The gtomttric unsharpncss limits stipulated in thc appendices of this proccdurc shall k 
based an h c  maximurn distance thc area of inkres is fiorn thc film. 
Citomaric unsbarpness ofthe radiograph shall be determined ia accordance with: 
Whrre:Ug = Geometrical unsharpness. 
F = Source size, in inches, maximurn projected dimension of the 
radiating source (or effective facal spot) in he plane perpendicular 
to the distance D fiam the aeld or abject being radiographed- 
d = Distance, in inches, from the source side of weld or object being 
radiographed to the film, 
D = Distance, in inches, kern the source of radiation to weld or object 
4.9.1 Energy Selection 
Where practical, the radiation source should be an X-ray machine of appropriate 
voltage as d e f d  in Figure i (a, b, andc). Figrac 1 is to be used as guidance and 
may be exceeded provided rhc proper pcncRamctcr sensitivity is dcmor~aated. 
4.9.2 Direction orbdiation Beam 
Mcncvcr possible, the direction of the central beam of diation sk id  bc ccntcnd 
on the arca of interest 
4.9.3 Focal Spot Size 
The focal spot size a d  condition of each X-ray generating machine may be 
determined by the pinhole methud. The effective source size of tach radioisotope 
shall be certified by the manuf&tunr or dqemined before ia use, 
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The use of techniques to 5ltcr, restrict, or coUirnatc rhc primary radiation is 
pennined. 
4.1 0 Film and .4ssocisted Materials 
Radiographs shall bt made using industrial radiogmphic film that is cIadicd by 
the manufac~ttr as mcctjng thc rcguiremcnts of ASME Boilcr and Frcssurc 
Vesscl Code, Section V (SE-1815). Filrr, system classes Specid, 1.13, IU. W-A, 
and W-B arc permitted. 
Film tcchiqucs with two at more films of equai or different speeds in the same 
holdcr will be permitid provided the appropriate penemmeter sensitivity and 
dcn~ity for the specific uca is demonsnatd. 
For acceptance radiography only one copy of fih is required provided it meets al! 
the requirements of this ptwedure. If h ~ o  ar more films -in tht same cassette are 
exposed siinultaneously, the extra film@) are not required to meet all of tbe 
procedural requirements. Even though the extra fitm[s) may not meet all of the 
pmcedutd requiremenls, and therefore cannot be wed to evaluate the area of 
interest for acceptance, they may be used to watuace film blemishes such as 
scratches, crimps, static marks, and Lint mads, provided these blemishes are not 
lzrge enough to interfere uith film interpretation or can mask relevant indications 
in the area of interest. 
4 10.2 Film Rocessina 
- 
Film prcceuing shall be dons in accordnncc m manufacturcrr 
r nstnrctions and/or with guidance from ASME Boilcr and Frcssurc Vessel Code, 
Section V, Article 22, SE-999, St&d Guide for Contrdhg the Qualiry of 
hdustriai Radiographic Film Processing, or SE-94, Part III of the Standard 
Practicefor Radiogrupkic Testing. 
The use of fluorcsccnt scntns for acceptance radiography shall be prohibited. 
Thc rccommded thickness and combination of tead-Inrensifying screens are 
shown in Table 1. 
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The screens shall be h e  of foreign ;merial w ocher irregularities thar would 
cause blemishes to appcar on the film in the area of interest to the extent they 
codd either mask or confuse the icteqmtatian of the radiographs- 
Table I. Lead Sctetn Thickness in Thousandths of an Inch. 
4. I 0.4 Film Holders 
Energy or Source 
Film boldcrs rnay bc identified by a nonrcpctitivc code of lead nmbenlletters 
ctnc-inch high by at I a t  I /l &inch thick locatcd at one comer ofthc holder. Film 
holdcrs shall k free of kgularitics and contaminants that would producc 
UNCONTROLLED 
From Screen 
A minimum thickness of 1 116-inch of lead backing i s  recornmended ro br placed 
on the backside of the film holder. A lead letter "B", a minimum of Yriafh bigh 
and 1/16 h c b  ~ c k ,  Wl be attached to the back of each film holder during rhe 
exposure to evaluate the adequacy of protection from backscaner radiarion. 
4.1 0.6 Masking 
Interleaving Screen 
Maslung or blocking, which m m d s  components or covets thin sections with an 
absorptive material, may be employed. Such material rnay te employed to either 
reduce scattered radiation or equalize ttre absorption of differax sections. 
Masking and blocking materials shali be compatible with the carnponent being 
radiographed. 
Back S c m  I 
4 1 1 Location Markers 
Location markers arc to appcar as radiographic images on thc film. They shall be placed 
on thc part and not an thc film holder or cassette. Thcir locations shall bc marked 
pmnancntly on thc surface of tht pact being radiographed, or on a map in a maMcr 
permitting thc arca of interest on a radiograph to be accurately [acated on thc part for the 
rcquircd retention period of the radiograph. Location h e r s  also provide evidu~ce that 
the  required area of interest was txamiued. 
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3.1 1.1 Single- Wall Viewing 
Source side location markers shall be w d  when radiographhg the foliowing: 
Flat components or langitudinal joints i n  cy1indrical or coxical compnmts. 
As an alttrnatc film side markers may be u c d  whcn thc radiograph shows at 
Icast 1 inch of coverage beyond thc location markers for materials 1-lfl 
inchca or less in thickness and whcn thc sowct to film distance is at least two 
times thc film m a r u  intcmal. 
Curved componwts whose concave side is toward the source and when [he 
source-to-material distance b less than the inside radius of the component- 
Film side loca;ion markers s M l  be used when radiognphing eilher curved or 
spherical compocents whose concave side is toward the source md whcn thc 
source-to-materid distance is greater than the inside radius. 
Either side markers 
Location rnarkcrs may te pf aced Qn citha thc sourcc sidc or film sidc h c n  
radiographing either curved or spherical components who= concave sick is 
toward the source and the ~~wt~-to-mterial distance equals the inside radius 
of the cornpownr. 
4.11.2 Double-Wall Viewing 
At least o x  location marker shall be placed on [he source side surface zdjacent to 
the weld (or on rhe material in the area of interest) far each radiograph. 
1.1 1.3 1,ocation Marking With a Map 
W e n  inaccessibility or other limitations prevent the Location of markers as 
stipulated above, a dimensional map of the geometric arrangement including 
marker locations shall accompany the radiographs to show that the required 
coverage has been obtained. 
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4.12.1 Penetrameter Selection 
The penetrameter selection shalt be based on the nominal single-wall material 
thickness in the area of interest. For welds this thickness marnay indude lhe 
estimated or actual weld reinforcement, provided the reidamement does mt 
exceed the I n i t  of the referencing Code section. Backing rings or strips shall not 
be considxed as pan of the thickness in penetrameter selection. A thinner 
penetrameter for those thickness rangcs listed in Appendix B, Tables 2 and 3; 
Appendix C, Table 1; d A p p d i x  D, Table 1, may be used, 
A smaller hole in a hcker  pen&ekr or a huge hole in a thinner penemmeter 
may be substituted for say section thickness listed in the tables above, provided 
the equivalent penetmmeter sensitivity (EPS) is maintained md all other 
requirements for radiography 9 &emnure Vessel Code, 
Section V, SE-1025). L ! : ! % ~ J ? c  
It is oerreirssibh to usc a penemrter m less radiation absorption than 
the ~ a m i a l  being radio&aphed. For other materinl mnsidentom refGto ASME 
B d c r  and Presswe Vessel C&, Section V, SE- 1025. 
ASME Section V pcnstrameter. selection 
For radiography of materials meeting ASME Boiler and Pressure Vcsscl 
Code, Section V requiremenrs for single- and double-wall ritdiograpby, the 
penmameters shall be selected b m  Appendix 8. Table 2. 
ASME Section 111 penetramerer selection 
For radiography af materials meeting ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Code. Section I11 requirements for single- and double-aal I radiography, 
t ! e  penetrametet shall be selected from Appendix 8, Table 3. 
4.1 2.2 Penetmmtwr Placement 
Except as provided bcbw, penetrameters shall h pIaced on the source side of the 
tnatezial or component at a location directly adjacent to h e  region of interest 
firrthest from the film and oriented so that the plane of the penemuneter is normal 
to the radish beam. 
+ Film side pcnctramctcrs placmrcnt 
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RADIWRAPHJC EXAMINATION PROCEDURES 
In cases where inaccessibilip prevents soiourcc side phcerncnt of the 
pcncwanmcrs, the appropsiak: pcnctrasletcr shall be placed on the €dm side of 
thc object with a lead fcncr "F" u least as high as the penerramem 
identification numbrr and k placed c i k r  adjacent to or on the penetra;ncter 
but shall not inask the essential penctrameter hole. 
I W n  radiogmphing welds. penetramerers shall either be placed adjacent to or 
on ?he weld. The identification number and the lead letter "F", when used, 
shal no1 be in the area of Interest. In instances where the weld meral is not 
radiagraphically similar to the base material or the geometric configuration 
makes it impractical, the penetrameter identification nurnbr and the lead 
letter "F" may be placed over the weld meta!. 
;qc. "-y 
Pcncuamctcrs with identification numbcr(s) and the l&$i;er "F". when 
tlscd, nlay be placed in thc arca ofintcrcst. 
r The wiretype penetrameter(s) shall be placed on the weld so that the length of 
the wires is perpendicular to the length of the weld. The identiftcation 
numbers and, when used, the lead tencr "F", shall not be in the area of 
interest, except when geornetnc configuration makes it impractical. 
- Hole-type peaetrameter block placement 
Whcn configurnion or six prcrcnt placing h e  penetramsrris) as described 
above, it may bc placcd on a scparare block (or preferably a part-like product) 
prov idcd dl othcr radiography requiremenis are met. 
The block material shall be radiographically similar lo the test material and be 
placed as close zs possible to the item k i n g  examined. T h e  blwk dirncmions 
shall exceed the penetrarneter dimensions such that the outline of at least three 
sides of the penetrameter image sh41 be visibte on the radiopph. 
Hole-type penetrameter shim 
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A shim of inateria[ radiographically similar to the weld metal &dl be placed 
between thc part and thc ptncnanrcter, if needed, so tha the area of interest is 
no rnorc than - I5 pcrctnt h m  (lighter than) the radiographic density tht0ug.h 
the penetramctcr. Shim shall exceed tbt pcnctrmcttr dimtnsions such that 
the ourline of at least k c  sidcs of the pcnttrarnctcr imagc shall be visible on 
the radiograph. Rcfcr to paragraph 4.13.2 for specific film density 
requirements. 
One or more penewameter(s) shall be used for each radiograph. Each 
penetrameter shalt represent an area of essentially uniform radiographic density as 
judged by a dmsitomerer , If the density of the radiograph anywhere though thc 
area of interesr varies by more rhan -1 5 or -t30 percent from the density through 
the body of the penetrameter or adjacent to the designated winz of a wire-type 
penemmeter, then an additional pneb.ametw shall be used far each e x q x i o n d  
uea ar areas and the radiograph retaken., 3 le 
variations in &miry, the calculations m.# within the 
range specified in paragraph 4.1 3.2. ; ;* $ :I &i'; -" 
. I 1 
If more than one penetrameter is used, one shall be representative af the lightest 
area of interest and the other h darkest area of interest, provided the density 
requirements of 4.1 3 -2 are met. The intervening densities on the radiograph shall 
be considered as having acceptable density. The additional penettarnettr is not 
required to be normal to the radiation source. 
Whcrt more hiin one f h  hoidcr ar cassette is used for an exposure, a 
pcnctrmctcr image shdl a p p r  on cacb radiograph, except whm the source is 
placcd on thc untcr  axis of the object and thc complete drcurnferenc~ is 
radiagraphcd with a single cxpsurc. In which case at least three e q d g  spaced 
(approximakly 120 degrees apart) pcnctramctcn shall be used. When an array of 
objects in a circle is radiographed, at Leis t  onc pmctrmtter shall show or. each 
test object image. 
Where sections of longi~udinrti welds adjoining the circumfe~n~ial weld arc king  
examined simultaneously with the circumferential weld, an additional 
penetramaer shall be placed on each longitudinal weld at the end of the section 
most remote from the junction with the circutnfertntial weld Wig radiographed. 
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4. i 3 R.esulrs of Examination 
4.1 3.1 Technique Quali£ication 
Compliance vlith the density and penetmmeter image requirements shaIi be 
considered evidence of qualificalion of the technique. 
Film . . quality - . - - - 
'I' ! 1 . .  8 
Radiographs shall be tvdutcd for fdm quality before prrxntation for analysis 
and interpretation. ,U1 radiographs shall k free from mcchanii, chemical, or 
other blemishes to the exenr that they do not mask a d  arc not confused with the 
image of any discontinuity in the atr=a of interest on the object being 
radiographed. Such blerni 
a Fogging. 
Processing defects such as streaks, water marks, or chemical stains. 
Scratches, finger marks, crimps, dixti~~s, static marks, smudges, or tears. 
False indications because of dirty or dekctiw screens. 
I f  the image of the lead lener "B" appears as a light image an the radiograph, 
protection from backscaner is insufficient, and the radiograph shall be 
considered unacceptable. An additional thlclmess of lead backing shall k 
required. A dark image of the lem *Be is indicative of pressure and shall not 
be cause for rejection unless i t  interfixes with the 6Lm inrerpretation. 
Dansitorneter Iinesrity and calibration 
Drnsitoraeters shall bc wed for ensuring compliance with film density 
raquimncnts, The daasitvmacr shall bc warmed up and opratcd in 
accordance nitfi thc manufwturcrs' operating manual. Dcnsitornctcrs used in 
evaluating radiographic a m  d m i t y  s h d  k linear throughout the dtnsity 
rage of 0.30 through 4.0 Hurter and Driffield W&D) units. The linearity 
shall be verified by measuring density values closest to 0.30,3.0. and 3.9 
H&D uniu on a calibrated step wedge. The readings shall be recorded on the 
Radiographic Procedure and Tea Report form (Figure 2). The measured a3d 
calibrated step wedge density values shall not vary more than F 0.05. The 
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RhDIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION PROCEDURES 
linearity calibration shall be F a f m d  for cadi job, after 8 ham of 
coniinuous operation, afier change of opctators, or a change in apertures. 
I Film density 
Except for the requirmenls of Appendix C and Appendix D, the film density 
through the body of a hole-type penetrameter(s) or adjacent to the designated 
wire of a sire-type penetrameter, as we11 as through the areaof interest of the 
radiographic image, shall be between 1 3  and 4.0 H&D units for X-ray and 
between 2.0 and 4.0 H&D units far gamma ray sourccs. For composite 
viewing of multiple filrn exposures, each film of the composite set shall have 
a minimum dersity of 1 .I wittt the colnposirc sct having a maxirnum density 
of 4.0 HBrD uniu. P, to e p n p ~ ?  98;5 $f@rit&)Illowcd for Y&ON 
between tiemitometer re k WL .: z :$ - 
The film density through the area shall no[ u v  mws d m  -15 or 
+30 percent from thc density h u g h  a Mc-type pcmramttcr or adjacent to 
the designated wirc of a wire-type ptnetramctcr. Whcn cdculating the 
allowable variations in density, the calculations may be romded LO rhe nearest 
0.1. 
When shims are used, the -30 percent restriction may be exceeded, providing 
the required penetrafneter sensitivity is displayed and the film density in the 
area of inrerest i s  less than 4.0 H&D units. If more than m e  penctmneter is 
used. one dull be repnsenrative of the lightm area of interest and  he other 
the darkest area of interest The intervening densities on the radiograph shall 
be considered as having acceptable density. 
Coverage 
Radiographic exami~tions hall be conducted with sufficient overlap, to 
ensure 100 percent coverage of the area of interest at the spxifibd film 
density and penetrameter image resolution. Men any material or compntn: 
c m a  t be fully inspcctcd as spccificd on the W, or documents nfercnccd 
therein, the extent of a s h t i o n  pXf~rrntd a d  dcscriptian of conditions 
preventing the full cxmination shall k remrdcd on thc Radiogmphic 
Procedure and Ttst Rcport (Figure 2). 
Film identificalion 
A system for radiograph identification shai! be used to produce permanent 
identificarion an the radiograph traceable to the contract, object, weld or weld 
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RADZOCFWPHIC EXAMINATION PROCEDURES 
seam, or part numbers. as appropriate. In addition, thr: mmufactureis symbo! 
or name anc! date of the radiograph Wl be plainly and permanently included 
on h e  radiograph. This identificatioc sysern does not necessarily require ha1  
the informarion appear as radiographic images. In any case. xhis information 
sha!I no1 obscure rhe am of interm. Traceability shall also provide that the 
examination repon, rhc radiogrqb. the abject, and the area examined can be 
identified with respect to each orher ax any time. 
4 Film inhpte1atiorr 
Presentation of final radiographs for interpretation siiall be in the form of a 
technical package which include radiograph@) of acceptable film quality, a 
report of the specific examination parameters; the radiographic sketch and, 
where required, special technique information. Images noted on the f lm, 
which cou!d be construed to be defers, but which are suspected to be surface 
irregularities, shail be verifrcd by t.isud examination of the part. Such images 
and verifications will be recorded 'OD the Radiographic Procdurc and Test 
Report form. R'hen such images codd mask defects, the irregdarity shalt be 
removed and the m a  re-radiographed. Alternate radiographic or otherh'DE 
kchniqucs may bc wed to clarifj' acceptability of such regions. Defect 
imngcs occurring on the film and o'utside the region of interest specified shall 
L~~r;qf~~~.%!~?3 Bse&.~~m&,&P~33~~~~&%1 Ikwa$mL Eilm . - 
identified by an aiiow placed on Ehc film, out of thc a m  of intcrcst. 
4.1 4 Object Acccptancc 
Radiographic object acceptance shail be based on the 2u;ccptance criteria sptcifred by the  
hI for *c region of inrerest. 
5.0 RECORDS 
None. 
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American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), ASME milet a& P r e s m  Verse! Code. 
C OGEPIal A-S VCP-PRC-0 14, Qualrficarion and Cerr$cafion oJNondeshuctive Eramimion 
Personnel. 
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Figure 1. Recommended X-ray Volt* 
Figun lc. X-ray Vdtrgafor Coppur and H g h - N i l  Allays. 
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RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMIYATION PROCEDURES 
Figure 2. Rndiagraphic Pntcedutc and Test Report (Example) 
(shest 1 of 2) (A-6002-663) 
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RQDIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION PROCEDURES 
Figure L Radiographic Procedure and Tsrr Report 
(sheet 2 of 2 )  (A-6002663) 
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EXAMINATION RECORDS 
1.0 RECORD CONTENTS 
The' record of examination shall consist of the radioppbic tcchque (sketch), the rqon 
defining spccific examinarion parmeters? he results af examination, srnd the radiograph(s). 
2.1 Radiographic Roccdurc and Tcst Rcpor! 
Thc erramination rcport is divided into two xctions: he docurncnt.ation of spnific 
cxan~inarion pa:arnttcrs and thc results of the &&tion. The documentalion of 
specific examinadon parameters shall conlain, but no: be limiwi to. thr: following 
Ififormation w applicable: 
job number 
Reqwster and address 
Contractor 
Project or system identification 
Pan description andfor idenrification 
Work package or traveler number 
Mateiial type and thickness 
Weld description and idenrification 
Procedure and technique numbers and revisions 
Location marker maps 
Maximum sou= or focal spot size 
:,9 or! %,ITP~\LLED isatope or maximurn X-ray vahage JC ;.I 1 . ; . L - 
Minimum source-to-film distance as-: .e, ,-. :-.: 
'.' $ 
Source intensity (milliamperes or curies) t.; &.* : . 
Bern filtration mrterid and thickness 
Siaglc- or daublc-wall exposure 
Single- or double-wall viewing 
Film manufacturer and type 
h'mber o f  films per cassette 
Lead screen placement and thickness 
Penemmeter description 
Penetrarneter resolution and density requirements 
Shim material and thickness 
Datc of c x a m i d o n  
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EXAMINATION RECORDS 
~adio~rbher 's  name and certification level 
Interpreter's nvne and certification level 
Level I11 (or XDE Manager) review md signature 
Locations on the report form that are not applicable to a specific examination shall be 
shown as NlA (not applicable]. 
2.2 Technique Sketch 
Either a spccific ot  a generalized technique (sketch) docmcnting thc spccific 
examination setup shall be either referenced by, atsnchcd to, or inc1udcd as part of thc 
Radiographic Procedure and Tea Report. 
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AME'RJCLX SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL (ASME) CODE 
This appendix establishes the rquircmcnts for rradiopphy in accordance with the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), ASME Boiler and Presswe Vessel C d ,  Sections I11 
and V. 
2.0 SCOPE 
Illis appendix is supplemental and shall bc uscd in conjunction with the main body ofthis 
procedure. 
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Sections I11 and Y. 
Table I ,  Geometric Unsbrpness Limitations. 
Material 
Under 2 
2 through 3 
Over 3 through 4 
Greater than 4 
Geometric Unsharpncss 
Maximum I n c h  
NOTE: Marerial thickness is thz thickness on which the penetrametcr is based. 
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- - 
3 .L ASME Boiler and Pressue Vessel Cade, Secticn V. 
Table 2. Penetrnmctcr Chart. 
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CAPSULE, FUEL, AND ABSORBER PIN R4DIOGRMWY 
1.0 PURPOSE 
This appendix contains thc rquircrncnts for beam-filtcrcd tangential, shapc carrccrion, plus he! 
and absorber pin radiography. 
2.0 SCOPE 
This appendix is suppfcrnental and shall be used in conjunction with the main body of his 
procedure. 
Beam-Filtered Tangential Radiography. A technique used on cylindrical shaped parts 
or welds by whieh filters (usually mpperj are placed in front of the X-ray radiatinn beam 
to remove the longer wavelengih component of the beam. Became the area of inreresr 
(weld) is located in the tangent ofthe tube wall, this filtration will mi- the effects of 
edge burnout (undercut) caused by scanered radiation 
Shape Correction Radio,-phy. A technique that surrounds the cyiindricai test object 
with mstcrial so edge burnout (undercut) is eliminated by rnaskilng the film from 
scartercd radiation. 
;. 1 Rcquircrncnts for &am-Filtcrcd Tangential Radiography 
3.1.1 Beam Filtration 
Coppr filters placed in fiunl of the X-ray radiation kam should k at Ieast o m  
half value layer in thickness (Figm C-I). 
If edge burnout (undercut) excetds 0.005 inch as measured by a 7X magnifier on 
the capsule tube wall near the weld, then mre beam fillration may be required. 
However, investigation inm other sources of scatrered radiation may also be 
beneficia1. 
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Figure C-1. Beam Filtration. 
3.1.2 Energ Selection 
The energy selection i? Figue C-2 is a guide to be used for steel parts. \ k b  
conditions exist that require the use of arr hmpe or x-ray voitage in excess af 
Fi yre C-2, zk tzchiqae sMl be consider qualified if she proper penerrarnetrr 
sensitivity is demonstrated. 
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3 -13  Geometric Unsharpncss 
Maximum geometric usharpnus stdl bc as shown in Figure C-3. 
Figure C-3. Ge~metric Umharpness. 
Wnkss othrnvisz smcd in h e  Reqwshtruction for Nandestnrctive Test 
Services (RiI) farm (COGEMA-WAD-PRCM)l), the extent of examination shall 
be 100 percent coverage and shall be determined by Figure C-4. 
3.1.5 Selecrion of Penetrameter Black Thickness 
Penetrameter for the beam filter technique shall be placed on a block of material, 
which is radidgraphicaily similar to the  test object, and placed near the outer most 
capsules (end capsules). There shall be at least two penetrameter blocks, a 
primary and a secondary block, and they shall be selected from Figures C-5 and 
C-6. 
3.1.6. Penetmnter Selection 
Penetrarneter selection shall be based on the primary and secondary block 
thickmss and sclectcd from fable 1. 
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Table 1, Penetrameter Chart 
Primary and Secondary 
Block Thickness Taken Fmm 
Figures C-5 and C- 6 Thickness Essential 
Designation Hole 
Up to 1/4 inch 
Ovcr 114 tbm 3/8 
Ovcr 3/8 chru 1E 
Ovcr t 12 t h  518 
Ovcr Y8 thru Y 4  
Ovcr 3/4 thru 7/8 
Ovcr 7 4  tthru 1 
Ova 1 thru 1-114 
Ovcr 1-14 thru 1- 
Industrial x-ray film, Type I.  extra fine grain or beuer, sMl be used. 
3.1.8 Film Density 
70 establish a technique, the film demit)r measured through the body of the 
penemmeter shall not be less than 1.4 nor greater than 4.0 Hutter and Dnffield 
(H&D) units. Since the primary pertetrameter block thickness represents the 
thickest pmion of the weld, a s e c c d a q  penetrameter block shall be selected to 
represent the rhinnest area of interest. The intemenirrg fitm densities on the 
radiqpph &dl be consicked as having acceptable density. 
If the test object tubc wall thickness is less than 0.01 0 inch thick, the primar)r 
penetrameter block shall be caiculated by Equation 1. 
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Where: Pb = Pritnary penetmmtter black thickness 
OD = Olltsidt diameter of tube 
ID = Inside &meter of tube 
*-mi- 
3.2 Specific Requirtments For Shape Correction -. * ~1 r 4 %  g"r I J L W  
3.2. I Shape Correction Foms 
There arc two b ~ i c  types af shape correction fonns: block ~ p e s  and tube types. 
The block type may be either fuIj or pt&l58~riori t h i c k  of tbe I- object. 
The tube (edge eahanccmtnt) type can k either a whole tubt slightly larger than 
thc tcst object or anc that is  split longitudinally down the Iengib of  the tube (at- 
half &). 
Shapc conatioil fomw shall be made of materials compatible with the test object; 
howc~cr, tbcy normally should not bt made af materiais mox denst than the test 
obj=ct 
2 Thickness of Shape Correcrion Forms 
The black-type shape c o ~ ~ a t i u n  form should be manufactured so that the drilled 
holes in ihe block are as close practical to LIE full block thickness. & a guide, 
the rube-type (edge enhancement) &ape co~ection form wall thickness should bc 
between 0.5 and 1 .S tima tk,thickness of the tea object tube walI. H O W F ~ .  at 
times, experimentation my. be required to d a m h e  the proper tube wall 
rhickness. 
3.2.3 Energy Selection 
l'he energy selection in Figure C-2 is a guide to be used for steel parts When 
conditions ex& &at require the use of x-ray voltage in excess of Figune C.2, the 
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CAPSULE, FUEL, AND ABSORBER PIN RADIOGRAPHY 
technique shall be consider qualified if the proper penmameter msitivi1y is 
demonstrated. 
3.2.3 Georneuic Unsharpness 
hfaximum geometric unsharpness shall be as shown in Figure C-3. 
3.2.5 Extent of Examinarion 
Linless otherwise swed in the Rl1 fatm, the extent of examinatjars shali be 100 
percent coverage and shall be determined by Figure C q  , 
3.2.6 Selection of Penttrameter Block Thickness .. .-. "->\ (f i ' !"  &$+; i;" 
Pmtr;t~~teter block selection may be determined by measuring the film d e n s i ~  
thzough the iwea of interest (weld atea) and matching that density to a block of 
radiographidly similar material (see Paragraph 3.2.9 for measuring film 
densities) or based upon the thickness of the &ipe correction form, Block 
thickne& for the tube-type (edge enhancement) shnpe cotrectim foxm can be 
estirmed by determining the pfimaty block thickness of the test abject from 
Figure D-5 plus the thickntss of the tubc shape correction form aa dctcxmincd in 
Figure D-6. I f  naxsar)', the thickness of the penctrnmctcr block may bc adjustcd 
to achieve the ptopcr fdm density m e  (see Paragraph 3.2.9). 
32.7 Pcnetrameter Selection 
Penerrmeter selection shall be based on the thickness of the black(s) as 
determined in Paragraph 3.2.6 and shall be selected fiom Table 1 . 
3.2.8 File Type 
lodustria! x-ray fifm, Type 1, extra fine grain or berttr shatl be used. 
3.2.9 Film Density 
To establish a technrque, the film density measured through the arm of inrerest 
(weld area) and also through the body of the penemmeter shall not be less than 
1.8 n o r  greater than 4.0 H&D units. The fdm density through the area of interest 
shall not vary more than -15 or +30 percent fiorn the density through the 
peaemmeter. If the densities vary morc thm -15 or +3O percent, additional 
penetraaneters shall be used far the exceptional areas. When two or more 
pencmeters are used, the intervening f h  density shall be cansidered 
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C.USULE, FUEL, AND ABSORBER PIN RQDIOCRAPHY 
acccptablc provided thc pc-cr densities are not less than I .8 nor g m t c r  
than 4.0 H&D units. 
If the test objects iube wall thickness is less rhan the diameter of the densilometer 
aperture, the density measurement may be uken through the body of she 
penetrarneter provided the primary penemmeter black is either calculated by 
Equation 1 or taken from Figure D-5 plus the mount represented by the shape 
correction form thmugh the area of interest (wdd area). 
Once a wchnique is established, density measurements need only to be made 
through the body of rhe penemmeter provided the essential technique parameters 
remain rhc same. 
During qualificarion, the standards shalt be located in the outermost pin p i t i o b  After 
qualification the radiographic standards axe not required to be used. 
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Figure C4. h' umber of Views Chan 
NOTE: Where 00-wail lhickners considationr indicate a factional number of vkm, beorw2 
two values, the larger number of views shall be used. 
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Figure C-5. Primary Block Thickness 
POT€: f h e  pr inary block thickness used Tar tangentsal  r a d l ~ r a p h y  
wtthout  s h a p e  cerrectSon .ha11 tqu.1 nr oxcrte :h&: dcf iscd uy i i l e  
relatEonshlps 
!lettad . Block fhkkoess  values used may be interpolatcd u en block t h l c k m s s t s  between t h e  valves p l o t  are 
ind ira tr t l  
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Figure C-6. Secoadaq Block Thidmcs~ 
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I.Q PURPOSE 
This appendix establishes the requirements for radiography of metal tic carting in accordance 
with the American Society of .Mechanical Engineen (ASME), ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
C d e .  Section V. 
2.0 SCOPE 
This appendix shall be used in conjunction with the main body of this procedure. 
3.0 SPECIFIC C.4.STINC REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Film Identiftciuion 
In addition to the geat:al radiography procdurc, thc radiographs shall dso bc plainly and 
pcnnanently idcntificsl with thc job or hear numbcr and, if appliablc, p a i r  m b t r s -  
The ptneuameier shalI be t: on the single-wall thickness of the casting. 
3.2.1. Casting Areas Befm Finish Machining 
The penerrmeter shall be based on a thickness tthar d e s  not exfeed the finished 
thickness by more than 20 percent or ! t4 i d ,  whichever is greater. In no case 
shall a penetmxter size be based on a thickness greater rhan the thickness being 
radiographed. 
3.2.2 Casting Remaining in As-Cast Condition 
The penetnmeter shall be bosed on the thickness being radiographed. 
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Table 1. Pcoetramtter Chart. 
3 2 . 3  Piacernent of Penetrameters 
Tf gractical, the penetrameters shall be placed on rhe source side of the pan. 
When it is not pracricd, a separate block mag be used, provided the penemmeter 
and area of inrerest density requirements are ma; h e  penemmeter on the s o m e  
side of the separate block shall be placed no closer to the film than the sclurce side 
of rhe a w i n g  being radiographed; the sepame block shalt be placed as close &s 
pssi ble to the casting being radiographed. Where inaccessibility prevents source 
side placement, it is permissible to use film side placement provided all other 
general radiographic requirements are met. 
3 .U Film Density R e q u i ~ m n t s  
The film density as judged by a dcnsitornetm and measured through the body of 
rhc penctramcter and the area of interest shall be a minimum of 1.5 and a 
maximum of 1.0 Hurter and Dnffield (H&D) units for single film viewing. For 
composite viewing of multiple film cxpsurts, tach film of thc campsite set 
shall havc a minimum density of 1.0 with rht compositc having a m&m 
density of  4.0 H&D units. A toltrancc of 0.05 in dcnsity is allowtd. 
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Table 2. Geometric ~nsharpness Limltitions 
Maxrial 
Thickness. 
C!nde: 2 
7 ti~rough 3 
Over 3 through 4 
Greater than 4 
Geometric Unsharpness 
Maximum. lnrhts 
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1.0 PURPOSE 
This appendix establishes the requirements for radiography in accordance with the American 
Welding Socieq (AWS), Stmfural Wddirrg Code - Steel, Dl. 1. 
2.0 SCOPE 
T h i s  nppcndis shall bc used in cmjunction with the main body of h i s  procedure. 
Table 1. Gcomctric Unsharpaus Limitations. 
Maier ial 
Thickness, Inches 
Geometric Unshupncss 
Maximum. Incfics 
Under 2 
2 though 3 
Over 3 through 4 
Greater than 4 
NOTE: Material thickness is the thickness on which h e  penctrameter is based. 
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3.2 XWS Srnlcrwai Welding Cock - Steel, Dl, 1, 
Table 2. Penetrameter Chart. 
N W E :  
When weld reinforccmcnt or backing, or both, is not removed, Qr wire Image Quality 
Indica~or (IQI) al~crnatt placmmr is not used, steel shims which extend at least 118 inch 
beyond three sides of the required hole or wire IQI. so thar the to& thickness of steel 
between [he hole IQI and the film is approximately equal ro the average thickness of the 
weld mzwtrrcd rhrnugh its reinforcement and backing, 
3.4 Source-to-Subject Distance 
The source-tosubject disiancc shali not be kss than the total length of film being 
exposed In a single plane, tn addition, this distance shall not be less than seven times the 
thickness of weld plus reinforcement and bachg,  if any, nor such that the inspecting 
radiation shall pelrate any portion of IIE weid represented in the radiograph at an angle 
greater than 26.5 degrees from a line normal to the weld surface. 
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3.5 IQI Selection and Placement 
lQls shall be selected from Table 2. The number of lQIs on the radiograph shalt be 
specified in Table 3 ,  
Table 3. Number of IQIs Required 
EqualT 2 loin.  L EqualT< loin. L UnequalT> I 0  in. I. ~ T U C U ~ I Y  < 10 in- L 
rQ1 ~ y p c s  Hole Wire Hole Wire Hole Wire Hole 
Number of 1Qls 
Nontubhr 
Pipe (3inhs 2 7 - 1 1 3 2 2 1 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
T = Nominal bare metal thickness (kc Notes I a d  2 b&L?), ? ?,:! 
L= Weld length in area of interest: of each radiopph. .. ."I COP! 
- 
Xotes: 
1. Steel backing shall not be cowidercd part of the weld or weld reinforcement in IQI 
selection. 
2. T may bc incrcastd to provide for the thjckntss of dowable weld reinfarcement 
provided shim are used under holc IQb. 
3. When a cumplctc circurnfercniial pipe wcld is radiographed with a single exposure and 
the radkuion sowcc; is  plar;cd a1 h e  center of thc cwaturc, m lcast thrce equally spaced 
hole rypc IQls shall be used. 
3 -6 Film Length 
Film shall have sufficient fength and placed to provide at 1- El inch of fih beyond the 
project~d edge of the weld. 
3,7 Weld Transitions 
When weld transitions have a mio of the thickness of the thicker section to the thickness 
of the thinner section is 3 or greater, the radiographs should be exposed to produce single 
film densities of 3.0 to 4.0 in the thinner section. When this done, the minimum filrn 
density ~quirements (1.8 X-ray and 2.0 Gamma-ray) may be waived 
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MSIS Bldg. Phone No. ' Compauy 
I 
Acceptance Code:SpecSication Section P ~ ~ ~ P ~  Date 
Financial Idomzition ie., CACNCOk Wo* Orkr: Coniract NO. 
Radiography NE F6-21 6.3.4 B 
h w i n g  No. 
Be& - jD15996 
KDE 
0 Client 
None 
. -- 
Pan Lacation 2460 Bids. 
Contact (PIC) Ace 1- 
Phone No. 3324011 
I 
Put W o n  
July 1973 
f E D F O R M I E ~ O N L Y  
NDE Job No. 
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Applicable unacceptable conditions are bted bdor 
Velds that ase s h m  radiography to h an? of the following d ~ s c o n ~ ~ d c s  ace 
uaacceptable. 
1. iL\r npe of crack or zone of incomplete fuslou or penelecration 
3. Poses h t  are sepmted from one another by less 3/'16" center to center. 
1. RacLogcaplic exarnitlatiorl shall rmeal1000,'i joint penetration with evidence of melt 
through on the mot Gde of Electron Beam d d s .  
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KAPL Inc. 
Ann: Strve Hayden {MIS 1 1 1 ) 
P.Q. 8ox 1072 
Schencctady, NY 12301 
Dear Mr. Hayden: 
TRANSMITTAL O F  BIAXIAL CREEP SPECIMEN WELD QUALIFICATION TEST PLAN 
Attachcd i s  Revision O of SRM-PLAN-005, Qdi/;curion Test PlnnJw Bimial Creep Sptximen 
Elearon Beom and Laser Seal Wddinp. ?Ire NRPCrr provided approval of  lhc document with 
comments in the Information-to-Vendor: Biawial Cr~apSp4cimen Fabricorion. PNh1.-SPP-05- 
0004 Revision 2. Qted August 2,2005. All comments have becn implemented in Revision U of 
SRM-PLAN-OOS. 
As request&, I haw included this transmittal letter in triplicate. 5 had copies of the anached 
plan and 2 e h o n i c  copics of h e  plan. 
If you have any questions. pl- contact Dtan Paxwn at ( 5 0 9 )  375-2620. 
Chad Pain~r 
Rojecr hianage; 
Space Reactor Materials Irmdiarim Tcsting Project 
m: Dean Paxton. Pml, 
Tom Hays. W i t  
Ken Buxton. PNNL 
05-0 1 1 
'ittcphonr (50')) 372-4112 IW c h d . p a m t & p d . p v ~  F u  (jtn) 372-M21 
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Space Reactor Materials (SRM) Irradiation 
Testing Project 
Qual~$cah'on Test Plan for Biarial Creep Specimen 
Electron Beam and h e r  Seal Welding 
S R M - m a 3  
Revision No. 0 
Issue Dale: August 2005 
Client: Knolls Atomic Power Lilboratary 
Project No: 48552 
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Revision Record 
Rev. No. Putt C ~ ~ t i o a  wcb.lgsd 
Drift 0'111 t(2aK I mdml sabmittal w NRFCT AU migfnals 
0 819ROOS a. Change flow ch;ut to have RdioIgPphy a. PPgc d, Chut 
done a h  pest Eh a ~ ~ a l  
b. Clarify pt.gsm levels of specimens b. P a p  5.7.1.8 
during qualification 
C. Chng mbsr to torr for v a u m  units c. h h m e n t  I 
d. Change *work +cquircm~nrs d. Amchment 8 
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2.0 Rcspomibdc Stair ................-.....,,,...-.l...... ....,............,.................... - ....-...-......-...........-.-....-.-... -.. 
3.0 Deslgn Specifications and Dtawings .....,....................... .................... ....... .... .................... ,.... . ... ........ .. . 
4.0 Weld Requirmenrs ,..............-.,.-.-............ ; ...-.....**.,...... , ................. . ......... , ..............,.... .. , ........ 
5.0 Rurquisiw ........................-.......l..-,.- w.,,..w. ,............-.,....,.+.,..-........ - ....-...-......-..... ......--,.....-.-... --.. 
6.0 Weld Development ...-.--..... -......- ..............-...-. ..--....-....-..-.. . ..-.--..-.. - ..,....--. . ... ..-...-.. -.. . ..... ...-.-. 
8.0 Quality Assurance Hequiremntn .... ... .... . ...... ... . .-. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. ........ .. ...- ..-...... . ... .. - .. . . .--. , .. . . ... . . .... ... 
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SK M- PLAN-WS Revision O Page 1 nf 7 
This twt plan applies to the dcvclopmcw Md qualficdtim d wcld pmnctcrs using tbc Elcctmn Bcam (EB) 
welding ;tad Laser Btam welding parsst$. This plan dcscribcs chc g a d  process for dcvcloping and 
q udifying weids for ructor c o ~ c  ompaacnts. Thid rwt plan is baed on g ~ ~ h c c  found in Welding o/Reucror 
Core Comptenrs d Test A s s d i e s  (RIYT F6-2T). This tea plan applies cs thc dcvclwpmnl of ncw weW 
parameters as well as developinat iurd mpuiificarian of welds wd paramem developed and used from 
previous work scopes. Coinphion of the Data Strett. Welding Prooedm Sheet. and Lhc Welding Racedun: 
Qualification Rwcnd rhmugh this pclccss and acctptanct of thme documents by the responsible smff will 
establish the qualification of a new M d  joint andor rhe qualification of the parameters of the welding 
procedure fcr that specific weid joint. 
RESPONSIBLE STAFF 
R o j ~ r  Mamge.er: Rsponsibiliry for oveML1 ~llillugemnk of the Spxe Reacla Marerids 
Lrradiation Rojec~ 
Task Manager: Responsibility for fabrication of biuial creep spechns.  
Quality Engineer: Raponsibiiity for ovetsiglx of fabrication operations and verification of 
documentatim assuciaed with fabrication and inspection. 
ItlCCr. Weld Responsibility for preparing nwld qudificnticm plan and porfom phodic 
inspection of weld integrity. 
Welding Tschnalogist: Responsibility for operating automatic welding equipment 
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS A N D  DRAWINGS 
The docutlrmts listed bclw are applicabk to fabrication ofbiaxial crccp prcosrPizcd tube spccimcns. Tbe 
dwunxms Iisd arc: subject to revision, and the currcnt revision will bc used mall instanas a?j d c f d  in h e  
applicable version of Reference 3.1 below. Reference 3.2 below shall bc usod as a guide fw the fabrication of 
bijvrial cnxp s ~ ~ c i  aud will k ouypkmared with insuuctioris Mined in Reference 3.1. In the cvcnt ufa 
conflict k ~ w m  Refemc(=s 3,l and 3.2, rhw l i s a  in Refe~ace  3.1 shall uke precedeme. A list of 
clarificatims md exceptinns to Reference 3.2 is provided in Auachmnl7. 
3.1. KAPL, lnc. Info~^pkztion-rovendor, M a 1  Creep Sptlcutm F&icasio~i. PNNL-SPP05-ooOj 
3.2 RDT Standerd, Welding ofReacm Care Componem and rest A s d i c s .  RDT (W) F 6-ZI', dated 
July 1973 and PNNL exceptions to application of standard 
3.3. Batselk Pacific Nonhwev National Laboratory, Space Reacux Mat~rids (SRMf h d i a h n  Testing 
Projecl Quality Asaurame Plan, SRM-PLAN402 
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Bechtel Bettis, h c .  Dmwin& B i  Gvep Specimen Irrsptian b v e  00- End Cap, 
SK-DPh11051705 
Bechtel Bettis, Inc. Drawing, N R X T  130YO- 1 Biaxial Chep  Specimen Assembly, 5D15996 
WELD R E Q U l R b W N ~  
All Wding shall be perfomed using RDT NE F&2t for guidance. Not dl secticms arc appllcablc, and 
Attachmmt 7 lisw the stciians nin applic&k or acepion raken. 
PREREQUISITES 
Wetding syaterns shall have cummt calibrations. 
Weld qualification samples shall be ofthe same material and heat or lor number lsed in the prodnctim 
pans. 
Wcld Qualification ~amplcs hall bc thc same conflgur~ion uwd for production parts. 
Weld qualification samples shall be cleaned by the supplier and packaged adequalel y to insun thar 
cleanliness i s  maintained during shipping. 
Ckaned weld samples shall k handlcd using c lan ,  nonpmm, ( ak - k  gloves or materials. 
Rchctory mculls sball be tsnndlod with above described gloves or nrzterids 4 tools coated or rapped 
with refractary mtsl c d n g  or foil. (Tansalum is prohibited.) 
Cleaned weld samples shall be kept in sealed containers for protection. 
Arty weld fixturcs used in the weld chamber that muses magneck interference with tlrt aktron beam 
rnust be removed or shielded. 
Prior to placing mmponents witMn EBW fixtures. the welding opmror shall petfotnr a final wipe down 
of ,f weld jdnc area using a CLEAN t a w @  and erhano! alcohol. 
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Q d # k z & n  Test PZlbRfor B W  Creep Spechen Electron Beam 
arrd h e r  Seal We- 
SRM-PLAN-005 Revision 0 ?age3nfI 
6.0 WELD DEVELOPMENT 
Weid dweloqmnt i s  an itemtive process where the essential variables are manipuhed in an Wmpt to isachieve 
the desired results. The process flow of weld qmlificatjan specimens i s  shown in figure 6.1. Test welds are 
rnade and examined according to the guidelines in this seclion until a successful set of welding pararnrrwlj is 
estsWished. The successful weld deveJopmnt paramaerr est8blisM in thc tccM devel~pmttt =tian become 
the input to the Welding Rocedw found in the Weld A.ocedure Qualif~arim section below. 
Weld parameters for each te? udd shall be documented on the appmpriate Weld Dara sheer (EBWD or 
LBWD) ss shown in Attachments I and 2. 
Each w M  sampie shall be prototypic or s duplicate of the production specimen components. Prototypic 
or duplicate samples shall be provided by tk. customer. 
Each weId sample shall be identified with a unique number and lo@ &to lhe welding kg book. 
ID Number shall bc markcd with rr vibra-tool. perrrransnt ink marker, or on the part container for each 
weld sample. 
Each weld sample shall be examined in a manner that evaluates effectiveness of rhe welding 
parameters. 
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7.0 N'EW PROCEDURE QUALLFICATION 
- 
1 1. P-rs from he  Weld DZth sheets are enrerd onto the Welding ProccduFc forms. Tt*: 
approval si;nacurc ia chc "Appro~zd By" v k x k  on .4ttachmcm 3 and 4 occm at the 
caqleticn of the weld qualification process, 
- 
. i 2. .A u n i w  number is assigned to ths nzw welding procedure and logged iilto the welding log b k .  
3.1.6. The Welling Prccedure Qualification Record iom (Attachment 5 j  is the traveler used to follow 
thz qullificaricm rcxess. 
7. L. 10. Each ~ e l d  q l e  skll be identified wirh a ufiique number. and loggcd inro the welding lag 
book A weld samplt may atx i s t  of one cube and top aad boRom end caps. 
7.1.1 2- Cautiotx Qualificatian spimns will be de-p~ssarized as pdrt of the rite~llographic 
tvaluation p t r  a Dzp~ssurization Work Instnrrion. 
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SRM-PLAN-005 Revirion 0 
7.1.15. The wcldis now Quasficdforpmd&wclding. 
7.2.4. This will be documented an Attachment 6, Weldability P d u r e  Qualificatioa Record 
7 3. Electron Beam Welding Essential variables 
A change in any me of !he vuiablcs livad klou which is ouuidc rht ran= uEcj m thE pta;cdurr quatiftcation 
will bz cause for rcqudifntim: 
beam c u m  4 i 5 % S  
bum valuge Id%) 
welding sped fd298) 
gun to work d i m e  (m) 
txm focus point (;tl/lV) 
a change in fiqucncy of oscillation 
a chsnge in s k c  or dupe of f i I m t  
a c b  in beam deflection pattern 
the addition of a cosmetic pn*s 
a change of welding from a r e  side to welding from kXh sides and vice versa 
a c w  in welding pi t ian  
'the amisdon or additim of in&@ hacking 
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thc addition or omission of fiilcr to the joint 
the additim ar mission of noa-futiag metal miners 
the addition or cimistion of hwt sink. 
7 Laser Beam Welding Essmtiai Vi6pbles 
material type 
number of pulses 
8.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIW~NTS 
'!he PNNL Space Reactor hjel Quality Assurance Ptan SRM-PLANa2 refe~nces h e  NW"CT and F"N?dL 
driven quality assurance r e q u i m t r  and their applicarion ta all of rhe PNNL Space Reacra~ MatuWs Project 
uwk scopes including &axial creep specimen fabrication. The ~ferenced QA Plan specMdly lists lhe 
procedures selected to implemnt the quality assurance requirements 
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he: I 
W e d  by; 
r; 
hawing No. 
Veld No. 
+leaning 
h e r  Glwr Ycs No Type 
30dTypcMd[D#: 1 
Ymber of Pulses 
. . 
loulalPulsc 
'Uh width 
9tmorphere: Covdf cs Cbotober 
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Date W r h 5  m b r r :  
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TEST ENGMEWDIO W E t O l N O  P R O C E D U R E  
O A ~ l l O R T W U l S r r  
P.O. &Ox gOP LAS81WSLDf)KiPRocEss 
RlUILArtD, WA 
MATE#? W: 
TWWESS: 
PRECLEWINS: 
mm clA35: 
MACHINE WE: 
M A C M s  MODEL: 
mornow two 
0 
DRAWINGNUMBW 1 X31MASSEMEYN6 1 DATE 1 WELDING OPERATOR 
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SRM-PLAN-005 RcviricnO 
AtWhnmt 7 - Exceptions to 
hPPLJCAT1ON OF RDT STAND- BDT F6.2?, J a y  I973, WELDING OF RlZhCFOR CORE 
COMFONENTS AND TEST -TO B W M L  CREEP SP1BCICMW FABRICATION. 
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622 Cleaning shall be as spmfied by NRPCT andfar NdnafPctariq snd Wny Pian IMAQPL 
62.3: Hardling a d  s- of d e a d  mtcrids pitn rr, a d  duing wcldiog aod aubqucn~ tu urlding 
will be Jpccifiad i MAQP. 
624: NIA All mamals and weld joint surf- an fmishd rrtdy to weld by castnr~er. 
625.6.2.6; Rrting a d  alignrnu~ ofjoints wil! k 8ccoroplhtd usiPp a fiuurr which wi l l  be derailed in 
rhe weld qdfication plan and ropat. 
6.27 i s  W A  
628:  Vacuum wddiag pwtssdocs mt ~ l y .  
62.9,63.10,12. I 1: All *I& we single joirn Root p s  is WA Md will not k cxnrnid. 
62.12.6.2.13 art MA. 
6214: No xpib m hasc m m i a l  If rqairs on wrids ax allowed wrldqurljlkajm plan and rcpon will 
specify dckb. 
6.3.l.r All madtrfnrtiw taring (RT. HLT) wiU be perf. d urspttd in rcrerdrncr with 
pmcdum srrbminad by RWL (Cqema ~ ~ g ) .  
63.1.~: All inspodioa ud NDE r c q d  will be jpocifid in MAQP and OD wad-  
63-1-6: V d  curnin*tion and diognphy will bc perfwmsd prior to my annt*l/bdsr traotmcnt or 
pxsuritatiun 6i qtaimm 
6 3 2  Scc Atwhmcnr 8 fa v i s w l  turminarion f u ~  EB ktsx mi&. Tbc @it% pnpar~tbn b IO be 
acceptable as customer fumisbad mataial and will be chodd for damage during m i p t  bpccCiun only 
with trial f i r  ups. 
63.3 i s  IVk 
63.4: Rdhgrsphy will k p c r f d  pcr pracdm submitted by PNNL (Cogcm E n g i h a p ) .  
A c r ~  criteria will ~peci f id  in MAQP. 
633 i s  NfA 
63.6: Hdium luk t d n g  will be w n d u d  using '%ell jar" m&d (prt;rsurizcd spu- imna p W  in 
vuxlum c h b a r ) .  
63.7: Mttalhgmphlc u;aminrm shall k pafcin%d asspacified by c u s m m  m 1V. 
Section 7: Entire sxtjon is N/k 
8.1: Only d o n  8. t .4 applits. 
g k  Based mathials arc c u s l m  funtisttad material 
85 is MA. 
9.O; All applicable mfcmmtior! (bme mattaid, NDE, weld d i m b e  vacuum, metrllokrephic, hlium leak 
testiag) spcritid by clrrmmr. Ella mrtmai inf-cn, hnlngm and sulfur canirq dspxiticm of 
wrlbs;. ~cmilc testing. first and $st wekt wrap win: wLd pmjation weffig, s p t  welding, d c   ski^ 
tests arc M A .  
Table 5: Ter A s m b l y  Colcgoq 4 only. 
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SW-PLAN- Rcvisbn O Page I nf 2 
Attachment 8 - Gpplication of RM' Stennand W T  F6-2T 
Wcm 63.2 Visusl Ihamhation 
\'isups Wcld P.andnpttm-tsforEledroir&1MdL.str Wddhqg 
Prepared by: 1 .D. Hays, PNNL 
Approved by. T.A. DelwQIi 
Visual weld examination shaft be perfomred after o o m m  of electrPn tmam and laset 
welding and prior to subquent operaions; -, timed, weight diiensi~nal and 
helium Leak teshng. 
Final accessl#e weM surface and adjacent base mai heal affected zones snaII k 
examined 
Examination shall be perfumed by quelirhd prsonnel who have w b d  acuity whkh meeta 
2WO uision, m r a l  cw ~orrected stereo acuityand who k v t t  nonnal obbr vision. 
Resrdts of exminations shall he documented. Oacumontation ohall include the kNowing 
mtnimum irtfannatim: date of exminabon, examiner name aKf cemfiitian as applicable. 
description d Wds examined. reference to examination requimerrts. measwino and test 
equipment uses and Wibralion status as appliib. ;md resub of examination. 
EMminations shail be perfamed in acco~dance wRh the fdlclming requirmetds: 
1 Welcks examined at I x and 7r (nomind). f a potential we@ dscmtinuity is observed, 
examine at 1Qc to confirm. 
2) Use dlrect emlnatbn wlth a m f l a t %  lighting (100 FC ndf'1lmurn1, angleand dbtarw d 
vision not greater than 24. between eye and surface to be examined and no1 leas than 310 
dsgree angk form examiner line of sight to the surface 
3) Surface finish d welds ate to be exmined for sufface di6#)ntirnrihes inclu$ing propor seam 
Iradang. weld contour and r6Worcement 
A) any cr& or l i i u r e s  
€1 any indusron larger than 20% d weld M i e d  ptnt penetratm or mom than 3 
inclusions of any size in wald length 
F) any single pcnmity h q e r  than 20% of weld designed joint penetration or more than 3 
p m e i t y  of any size in wdd length 
G )  gmss spatter (minor irx$vidual br group auxmuialMIIS cd spaW acceptable) 
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No rework by weldng sttell be permitted on any apwhms. No r m r k  shall be perlanned at 
all on refractory specimens. The only r& that shall bs permitted urill be fhe filing of 
c m e l i c  anornab In non-retractmy spec&mm. 
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Attachment E 
Manufacturing and Quality Plan for Fabrication of Biaxial Creep Specimens 
SRM-PLAN604 
Pacifi Northwest 
National Laboratory 
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E 
KAPL. Inc. 
Attn: Steve Hayden (M/S 1 1 1) 
P.O. Rex 1072 
Schemtady, N Y 12301 
Dear Mr. Ilaydcn: 
TRANSMITTAL OF MANUFACTURING AND QUA1,ITY PIAN (MAQP) FOR 
FABRICATION OF BlAXlAL CREEP SPECIMENS 
.4ttaciuJ is Revision 0 of SRM-PLAS-OM, Monufocluring and Quality Pion (MQP).@r 
Fubricurhn qf Buuial Creep Sppcimms. The NRPCT provided apprvval or the documcnt with 
comments in rhc Information-to-Vendur: Bimlrtl C'reep .C;sucimen Fabrication, PNNL-SPP-OS- 
0004 Revision 3. dated Augun 10,2005. All cornmeats have bccn implemenwd in Revision 0 of 
SRM-PI.AN604. 
As quested, I haw included this transmitla1 Iener in triplicate, five hard copies of rht artachcd 
plan. and two elccuonic copies of the plan. 
I f  you have any questions, please conlact Dtan Paxton a1 (509) 375-1620. 
Chad P6nm 
Rojec t Mmqger 
Space ReactoWatcrials Irradiaiion Yesling Pmjccr 
cc: Dcan Paxron. PNNL 
Tom flays, PNNI, 
Ken Bwton. PNNL 
05-01 3 
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~cviened ~y : T.D. 
SRM b l i t y  SperfePrr 
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Revision record 
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I b I k W A C ~ G  AND QUALITY PL4H FOR BWYtU. CREEP SPECIMENS 
INTRODUCTION 
Thts plan describes the actititits at Pat& Northuvst National Laboratory (FNNL) pertaining to the 
manufbcnuing, irlspectlon, and cedcat iw req~lremwis for the fabrication of biaxial creep specimens. 
I k e  specimens consist of tube sections ultb welded end caps Which are se&d mder prrssure to create 
prssurized rubes used to g.tnaatt: biaxial uetp stragth data on alloys af interest. The manufacming 
process at PKNL begins with the receipt of govcmment hishedmattnals mnsisthg of top and bttm 
tnd caps fitrcd to a stock tube stxtion in a matched set for welding a d  presslpization. 
2.0 DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS AND DRAWINGS 
The documrnts Listed below are applicable to fabrication of b i a d  ueep presslaired tulx s p e c h a ~  The 
clmmmts Listed are. subject to revision, and he  currcnt rarision udl be used in all instances as dcfhed in 
the applicable version of Referwce 2.1 below. Refmce 2 2 below shall be used as a guk for the 
fabrication of biaxial creep s- and witl be supplemented uith ~ s M o n s  defined in Rtferme 
2.1. In ttrr amt of a conf l~a behew kferences 2.1 and 2.2, rhose listed in Reference 2.1 shall take 
precedcoce. A List of clarifications and exceptions: to % f a a c t  2.2 is pzrnridtd in Appendix A. 
KUL, Inc. Infomaurn-to-VendPr, Bimzaf Creep Sparimen Fabrication. P&hJL-SPP-05-0004 
RDT Standard, Welding of Reucfor Core Conponents and Tar Assemblies, RDT 0 F 6-2T, 
dated July 1973 and PNNL exceptions to application of standard 
&chtel M i s  Inc. Drawing, Biaxial Oeep Specimen Straight R l l ,  SK-DPM1060997 
Bechtel Be&, Inc. Drawing, Bza~ial Creep Specimen Inspection Grmw Bonm End Cap, 
SK-DPbf 105 1 705 
&chtel Bettis, kc. Drawing, Biaxial Creep Spatmen Inspscrh Grmw Top End 
Cap/Romsion, SK-DPM3 05 1705 
Bechtel Bettls, Inc. Draurinp, , W C T  !XIYO-1 Biuxial Cresp Specimen Assm6@, SD15996 
Battelle Paclfic Kortfiwest National Laboratory, Space Reactor .Marerials Irrudidrion Tes~%g 
Projecr - @ ~ u i ~ ~ ~ s u r m c e  Phn, SRM-PLAN-002 
Baneile Pacific KoItbwest National Laboratory, Spucs R~actor hfmrials Inadiarion Testing 
Project - Biaxial Creq Spscimsn Elemon B u m  and Laser &l If'eld Quahftcarion T e a  Plan, 
5Rh.I-PM-003 
1 
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF WELDING, INSPECTION, AND 
TESTING STEPS 
The folloitmg subsections describe all of the steps required to fhlmcate, inspect, certify, and deliver 
b k i a l  c r q  specimens. Some steps in -& fabsicaiion process are s_wcFS to certain types of alloy.3 and 
are identified as such. A f l o ~  cbart s u m u s  of tDe f'abricatim and inspection process for b W l  creep 
spcimws is provided in Figure 1. A derailed fibzkarion md inspzion flow- chan is provjded 111 
-4ppendLx 3. * 
3. t Receiving 
Receipt hspection will k lude checks for shipping Ozmage and verificarioion of the auder of s w  
and wiqw ideatification mxhngs on om of the end caps for each set with the enclosed packing slip. 
Matched sets of -1- a-ill be q l i e d  to P?XL, nith each set consistjag of a rubkg section and r6-o 
fitted a d  caps as decrbx! in rhe r q m i i ~ e  d m k g s  listed in Section 1.0. m>Z, ~ 5 - d  perfom a t.isual 
inspection of the iockidual coqxme?lfs am? perform a cleanliness and fit-up -xrZcation of the matched 
sets prior KO electron beam seldiq. -4 receipt ispection repon QUR) t13.l -mi these acritities and 
is wcluled in Appendix C. R&acfory alloy specilnenr shall nor cont2ct any non-refrmory aetals. It is 
assumed that specimens will k supplied h a cleaned cwdition requiring no further processing prior to 
i~eldias except for a timi alcohol rinse. 
3.2 Electron Beam (€6) Welding 
Atrachmenr of the lop and bortom end caps k a c c q W  using circumfezntiai electron beam 
n-elding at rhe interface berxem each end cap me the rube jectim using a Sfandazd Ehum 
Beau Welder. The weld i d 1  be a full paeration ;vdE and cover the sire dr&erme of tlx a d  cap 
and tube secrion interface. Each specimen 5a will be !oa&d  TO rhe 24-nlbe holding fixture u-hich \vill 
allow each specimen to be rorared ar a constaut speed for circunIfdential w e l d q  n-Me in the vacuua 
chamber. Per the handling procedure. reffasay alloy qechnrn r d l  be held by rnolybfkimn hd&g 
fixtures ("spuds") and non-zefiactory alioy qecimm id be held by stanless see1 f~~tures .  Refractoy 
alloy specimens will not be welded in the same load as o m - ~ h c t w  spechm. 
The ambiar cold leak rate of rbe w i d  chamber will be measured at the start of rhe day kfore 
EB welding and compared a m s t  he established accepnble cold leak rare. The rseld chamber will be 
pumped down to maximum target atmospheres of 5 lo-' ton and I x lo4 torr for refiacto~ and 
non-refiacroq alloy specimens. respectively. Both the cold leak rate 2nd pump dox'il pressme 
requirements r ill be documented on the specimen travelers and dam s k i s  (-4ppendir C). -All EB 
welding parameters will also be documented in the iveldine pceOure and nltl be atrached to the 
spec- rawler. 
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WWTXCTURING AND QU.LITI' PLLV FOR BWSUL CREEP SPECINENS 
3.3 Post EB Visual Examinations 
Visual weld insption will be performed after attachment of the md caps by EB weldmg. This inspection 
udl k performed by a second ttchnician, supenisor, rnspcctor or cwsultant. The results of this 
inspection ull be documented on tht specimen traveIu data shea (Appmdtx C). The uitaia a be used 
for tlisual acceptance arc dcsuibed in Appm&Y D. 
3.4 Post EB Weld Anneal 
Selected non-rehctory alloy specimms may require post EB weld annealing to a maximum of 1523 K. 
The furnace to be used for this armeal is a Ccntw Model U16 with resistance heated refixtory mtal 
elements wd a cryogenic M N L ~ ~  pump whtch is backed up by a dry scroll pump. The amalmg time and 
temperature parameters will be provi&d by NRPCT. Applicable d pmmeterc; will be docmaned 
on specimen trawler (Appendix C). 
3.5 Post EB Radiography 
Radiographic inspection will be ptrfonned by Cogem En-emeerhg undef subcontract to Ph%T to assess 
weld qualiry. This inspection will be perfomed accmdmg to tbc Cogana Engineering procedure aAcr 
approval by the NRPCT. The first radiography of each alloy set shall contain two tubes with end caps 
pes-fit but not welded. Thex uwelded spameas will scftr as campmtm to twify the detection of 
the unw*e1ded radiography groove. Results from the radiographic inspection wi l l  be documwted on the 
specimen lrave1er data sheef (Appendix C). 
3.6 Post EB Diameter Measurements 
At tbt beginnmg of the diameter measurement caqaig i ,  a series of standards shall be m a w e d  prim to 
any production specimrns being measured. The series of standards azll consist of a 0~25 lach gage pin as 
well as 3 gage pius that have inuem~~ldb smaller dumeters than 0.15 inch and 3 gage pins that have 
inu~mezlmlly larger diameters thvl0.25 inch. Measurements uiil be ma& using slice progfam at five 
evenly spaced axial positions (center -0.4 in4 ccnm -0.2 inch, center, centa +0.2 in& cater-0.4 
inch). Tbc standard gage pins shall be p m i d e d  by the NRPCT. The deviations from the standards shall 
be plotted and a cormtion to the laser micromtter system shall be ma& if the gage pin meanuancnts 
in&ate tbat this is necessary. After the initial serie of ~ ~ d s  has been measured, the0.25 inch gage 
pin shall be measured after army 10 production specimens have ken measured to ensure that the system 
remains accurate. AII gage pm mcaswemtnt data shatl be proc-idtd to the NRPCT alone; with tht 
production specimen &la. 
Thr &ameta of each specimen wil l  be m m e d  after attachment of the md caps and subsequent 
rnspcetim and mal ing  (for non-re&actq alloys) using a &ta Laserh* Model 162 laser 
micrometer. Measurements will be made using slice program at h e  etrmly spaced axial positions (center 
-0.4 inch mter -0.1 inch cater, cam 4.2 inch, center 4 . 4  inch). Grips are v e d  to hold 
specimens during the measurements. Refr;rctoq alloy grips shall be used for rehctorq' alloy specimtns. 
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There shall be a mifilmllm of 180 naeasuremem taken at lo intends at each a x d  location. Each 
specmen sW be measured once and the spbcimm shall be cleaned with alcohol and a lint-fiee cloth 
b e f a  the measmemMt is taken. The follmmg item EhaU be reordeb for each measurement: time, 
room tempcram, fkaure tunperawe, and Wdiry. If, in the judgment of IWNL personnel, unexpcred 
measurement mults are receive4 tk NRPCT shall be consulted to &famine if a d d i t i d  mtasutemenb 
need to be taken. The diaMtral mcas1ptmQlts aitl be recorded by the mrasurcmtnt quipmtnt and 
attached to the specimen  travel^ (Appendtr C). An electronic copy ofthis data \till be protided NRCPT. 
3.7 Pre laser Seal Welding Weight Measurement 
Following pressurization and laser seal welding, each specimen wil l  be ureigkd a minimtrm of three 
rims on a Mettla Balance Model -4E163 ~vhich is calibrated and prot,ides a readag of &.00001 grams. 
Weight measurements wiU be recorded on thc specimen mveler data sheet (Appendix C). 
3.8 Pressurization and Laser Seal Welding 
Specimens udl be pressurized with cutifid hgh purity helium gas (>99.%% He). Rehetory aid 
nw-re&atfq qmmern shall nor be mixed m the 12-tube chamber for pressurization. Refractory alloy 
specixnem shall be he14 by a ~ h c t o r y  alloy holder dunng pressurization and laser seal welding usmg a 
KORAD K\VD laser welda. Prior to the start of each pressurization m the chamba shall be aacuated 
and backjilled at least mice with helium The backfill pressure shall be less xlm the minimum HI 
pressure for rhat group of sspecimens. Each specimen will be sealed at the designated pressure level by 
laser welding of rhc top end cap ftll hole. A second technician, engineer, supervisor, consultant or 
QA representative nil! be present to venfy that tht t q e t  fill pressures were obtained for individual 
spcclnren5. The gage used to r e m d  the specimen the gas prcssule in the chamber will be cahbratcd and 
the gage accuracy certified. The fasa ureldmg parameters and the fill pressures oJllt be recorded on the 
Laser ATeldm_e Procedure and attached to the specimen traveler (Appends C). 
3.9 Post Laser Seat Welding Visual Inspection 
Visual weld inspection be performed after pressurization and sealing by lasex welhg. Tlus 
laspection ullt be performed by a second tcchtuciau. supar.isor, inspector or consulrant. The resuln of 
this inspection will be &cunaentcd on the specimen traveler data sheet. The critcria to be used for visual 
acceptance are described in App& D. 
3.10 Destructive Testing 
One specimen from each El3 welding load NU be desuuctively evaluated uskg metallographic 
rechniques to evaluate weld quhty. In order to avoid hating to &-pressurize the specrrm~n, one tube 
section pa load udl be randomly selecrcd by a second r e c h c i a a  supen,.iwr, con5uttant, or M t K T  
tugiater and a through-wall bole mdI be drilled in the tube. The specimm will go through the 
pressurization and seal weldi~~g steps, but no presswe w i U  be retained m the tube due to through-uraU 
. 
hole. Metdlopaphc sectioning will be performed to evaluate the l a m  seal weld md both top and bottom 
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h~~'F'F4CTURIXG Ah?) QUA- PLAN FOR BLLYLU. CREEP SPECIMENS 
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cnd cap Wdr. A r-isual emhation of a c m l  rnetallografic specimens will be pcrfonned by thc weld 
enguKer or designated alternate within 2 weeks of the scal weld. If atmonnafities are ideatifie4 the 
NRPCT copizat~t euginccr wll be iurmcdiattly notified. 
3.1 I Post Laser Seal Welding Weight Measurement 
FoUoiving pressurization and lam seal wldmg, each s p c h e n  will be wtigkd a minimum of three 
dmes on a Mcttlu B h c e  Model AE 163 tvhicfi is calibrated and pro51dts a readtug of +0.OOOOl grams 
Weight measurements will be recorded on the spccimm traveler data sheet (Appendu; C). 
3.12 Post Laser Seal Welding Diameter Measurements 
The diamcta of each specimen wdl be measwed before the pressure rest at tanperahre of tht end caps 
using a Beta Laserhhke Model 162 laser micrometer. Measurements n4l be made using slice program at . 
five evenly spaced axial pitions (center -0.4 inch cezm -0.2 mch, center, center -0.2 inch center 4 . 4  
inch). Grips are required To hold speed rksing thc measurements. Reflactory alloy grips shall be 
used for refractory allov specimens. There shafl be a minimum of 180 measurements taken at 1" intends 
at each axla1 location. Each specimen shall bt measured mce and the qecimen sball be cleaned with 
alcohol and a ht-free cloth before the measuremenr is taken. The following items: shall be recorded for 
each measurement: time, room tpmpature: fiwue temperature, and humi&ty. If, in the judgment of 
P X X  personnel, merrpectcd measurement result5 arc received, the hs'RPCT &all k consulted to 
dettzmine if a d d i t i d  measuremenu need to be taken. The diameter measwtments will be recorded by 
the measurernmt equipment and attached to the specimen traveler (Appendix C). .Qn electronic copy of 
rhs dam will be pro\idcd NRCfT. 
3.13 Pressure Test at Temperature 
Retiactq and m-rehctor); pressurized specimens Nill undergo a pressure test anneal at or above rhe 
irradiation test mice remperatw for me hour (*5 mi@. This rest will be performed in a Thamal 
Technology model 12 1224M-LIS hi& vacuum h c e  with resistance-heated molybdmm el.tmtnts 
with a turt>o pump backed up by a scroll pump. The rchctory and nw-refractory spenmens will be 
w a l e d  separately. TIe vacuum during the pressure test anneal WIU be 5 x lo-' torr or bem aod an 
adequate cold leak rate will k demo~lstrated More each ;mntal. The ameal ternpaam ufl be the 
=get inahation mt mqxran~es (125 K) and will be provided by MUYT at a later date. 
Prim to rumkg tbe first refiactg. alloy ,t-cimtns. the futnacc u4l be baked out for 2 hours at 
tcmperam that is 5&100 K fugher cba rht hieest anracal tanpeaacre- The ~ h c t o r l ;  specimms uzll 
be ir~apped in rchctory fmtal foil. If non-refractory specimens are armealed in the same furnace: an 
additional bake out ulll be perfamed (2 hours at tempcramre rhat is 50-100 K hl@m than the highest 
amal temprantre). .4pplicable m e a l  parameters ndl be docummted on specimen trawler 
(.9pdiX C). 
6 
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3.14 Post Pressure Test Diameter Measurements 
The diameter of each spec- wrll be nuantred after operational pressuse test using a Beta Laserhfike 
Model 162 laser micrometer. Mea5utementr nill be made using slice program at five evenly spaced axial 
positions (ca ter  -0.4 inch center -0.2 inch caw, center 4 . 2  inch, ctnur 4 . 4  inch). The number of 
measurements to be made at each location wil l  be provided by NRPCT. Gnps are required to hold 
spechem during the measurr?ncnts. R t f i a c t q  alloy grips shall be used only for rthctory alloy 
specimens. There shall be a minirmlm of 180 sneamcmcnts taken at 1" intemk at each axial location. 
Each specimen &dl be measured once and the specimen sball be cleaned with alcohol and a lint-fite 
cloth before the measurement is t a b .  The following ituns shall be recorded far tach measurement: 
ame, room wmperaarre, fixture tmpemm, and humidity. If, in the judgment of P W  perso~ltl, 
unexpected measllmnmt results are received, the NRPCT shall be consulted to &termine if ackhtional 
measuremeats need to be takm. The diametw measurcmtnis will be recorded by the measuretnmt 
eqyipment and attached to the specimen trattder (.4ppmbx Cj. An electronic copy of this &m will be 
pro\lded NRCPT. 
3.1 5 Post Pressure Test Weight Measurement 
Follartlhg presswe test atmeal, each sp~imen will be weighed a minimum of Wee times on a Menler 
Balance Model E l 6 3  which is calibrated and prot.idts a readmg of =0.00001 gm. Weight 
measurements will be recorded w the spechem traveler data sheer (..4ppa&x C). 
3.16 Helium Leak Check 
Helium leak restiag of individual presstlrized specimens will be performed by Cogema Enpeering under 
subcontract to P?INL to assess weid quality. This tetiug will be performed according to the Cogema 
Engineering procedure. 'The acceptance criteria fm this test are a leak rate that does not exceed 
1 x 10" 5td ccisec of helium. Resuit5 of this testing wdl be recorded on the specimen traveler data sheet 
(.Qpprndt.X C). 
3.17 Packaging and Shipping 
Packaging and shppug will be the final process step for the mdividual spccimtns a d  is described in 
Section 5 .O. 
3.18 Certification 
A certification padcage will be prepared for each specific alloy eraup. The cmification prmess is 
described in Section 10. 
7 
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4.0 IDENTIFICATION OF SPECIAL PROCESSES 
Both the EB and laser seat welds are designated as special processes. Each weld will be quahfted on a 
p a  alloy basis as describe in the fhXL Refmace SRM-PLKY-003, QuaMcatioa Test Plan for Biagial 
C m p  Specimen Elmon Beam aad Laser Seal Weldtrig. The results of this quaLfication effort udl be 
reported in a qualification report fix each alloy. 
5.0 HANDLING, PACKAGING AND SHIPPING 
REQUIREMENTS 
Refiartq alloy specitmas W not come in contact witb any aon-rehcto~y alloy s p e c k s  dunng any 
step in the process. All component handhe sM be perfmed wirh cleaq nonporous, talc-& gloves or 
materrats. .Uowable contact mat* are on tht ?JRPCT-issued conmct list attached as Appendix E- 
PrJNL urdl couduct contingency cleaning as required, in the event of loss of cleanliness of the N V C T  
specimens m accordance with NRPCT requirements s~nmnarited in ,2ttachmtnt F. Vpon find inspcciiw, 
the specimens will be amppi in a clean temipe in preparation for shipping. Wrapped specimms will 
be loaded in scaled steel pipe cmt;unea with swagelock fimngs on each end for shrppmg. The sealed 
pipes wdl be padaged in m outer container for shipmcnt to W C T .  A lcner detailing the b l  
production specimens sluppinf damation (i.e., numbers, types, certifications) shall be proci&d in 
parallel ro the NRPCT co@zaut engineer. 
6.0 QUALIFICATION, TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION OF 
PERSONNEL 
.U PNNL p e r m e l  who perfwn activities in suppon of the fabrication of biaxtal creep specimens shall 
be appropriately qualified, mined and as applicable, certified. Applicable functional psormel include, 
but are not limited ro, the following: task manager, welding operators, weldtug consultants, anneal 
technicians, urtigh? and duntnskd techcians, shipping and h d h g  personnel, and adrrmustntitie 
s u p p m  personnel (document canno1 trainina, records management, etc). 
Specific requirtmtnts for qualification. mining and certification of personael are described in SRM-Plan- 
001, Space Rtactor M a t d s  Irradiation T e b g  Project, Quality Assurance Plan andk implementing 
procedures:. 
Pcrsormcl that require catificaticms are the w e l h g  operator and nondestructive resting pmonnef 
(ra&agraphy and helium leak testing). The c~(itomrr has nor reqtured certified personae1 to conduft 
vimD weld examinations. Howeverer PNNL intends to use an Amcncan Welchg Society Ccrtrfied 
Wcldmg hsptctm in an ovcrsigh~ role for ~iml weld examinarim of tlmrron beam an8 l a w  w e l d q .  
8 
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7.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
The PNNL Space Reactor Project Qualrty Assurance Plan SRM-PNL-OOL references the NRPCT and 
P Y X  driven quality assurance reqwmtnts aad their application to all of the PNNL Space Reactor 
Project work scope including biax~I creep. The referenced QA Plan sp&cally lists the procedures 
selecred to implement the quality assurance requirements. 
lhe biaxial creep work scope wit be lmplanented and thc processes controUed using the PNXZ Project 
Managanent Ph, refkrwd QAP, QAP irnplanenting procedures, biaxial creep developed weld 
qddication pblreport.s, nonk?nactive resting procedures, !vlanufacmrq and Test Plan (MAQP), 
work inswcttms and travelers (route cards). Each ~~ will have its own traveler traceable to the 
specimen. Travelers ~ < k r U  s?ay with the spechen and NIU be in the process operation area where ~ m s  
is being performed. The status of the specimen arlll be evident at all times. Tags and segregation ~4.l bt
used to hfferrntiate acceptable and noncwfomhg harbiue. An example of a traveler (route Card) and 
attachment for recording quantitative information is attached as ,4ppeadix D- 
PYXL Quality Assurance persome1 xtd monitor and assess compliance to NRPCT Contract and PhhX 
SRP requirements. 
8.0 NONCONFORMING PROCESSES AND/OR MATERIALS 
h y  discfcpant process or harchvam adversely affecting coruphcc 541 ~YC hme&fely documented in 
actordance with internal PNNL process and procedures and if applicable documented on NRPCT fonn 
Degradation of Specification Requirement (DSR) or Repair .4pproval &quest (RUL). 
P Y X  urlll na rm-ork or repair any material without the c o r n  of XRPCT. PMNL does not consider 
re-wetdmg as a rework or a repair but part of the EB weldmg process. 
9.0 CERTIFICATION 
P Y X  quality assurance personnel will review and &tCnnint the acceptability of each specimen based on 
physical vdcatiw and revsew of d a m m t  package developed for Wvibwl biaxial creep specimens. 
%s physical tmfication and document review will assure the specimens were fabricated in accordance 
with customer requirements including NRPCT approved documents; MAQP, urelding plan, NDE 
procedures, P Y X  QA P l a ~  etc. 
PNYL aplll prepare and issue a test report and issue catficarions as required by NRPCT Form 
KPPQAR- I, Laboratory Procurement Quality Assurance Requimnents, QA Clauses 16,17 and 18. 
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110.0 APPENDIXES 
Appendures B. C and D are proc5ded for informarion and may be changed as necessary ro improve ~vork 
n01~. 
4 -Exceptions to RFT (Mi) F6-2T 
B - Detailed Fabrication and Inspection Flow Diagram5 
C -Fabrication and Iuspection Traveler 
D - Visual Weld Examination Requirements 
E- Detrimenral Materials List 
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hIAVLTACTG'RING rUYD QU..-ILITII PLAN FOR BiiLXIiiL CREEP SPECIMENS 
Application of RDT Standard RDT F6-2t, July 1973, Welding 
of Reactor Core Components and Test Assemblies to Biaxial 
Creep Specimen Fabrication, inspection and Testing 
PANL intends to use the refertnced standard for the development aud application of Electron Bern 
weldmg processes and procedures except as noted herein. 
Biaxial aeep specimens art tm spcclmens. Thcrefme, the applicable sections of the Standmd 
applicable to Test , b s d l i c s  will be used. Speafically, Sections addressing reactor core 
componen~ (Sections 4.5, and 7) are nor applicable and requirements in othtr general sections 
not addressing Test Assemblies are not applicable. 
3.3.1: Base matends wd! not comply u%h referenced tables. Base mat& dl be Customex 
Furnished matetiah as described in latest revision of IV. 
3 - 3 2  PiA, no w e l d q  materials (filler material) will be used in the I3 and laser weld 
processes. 
3.5: Cleanhess shall meet h';RPCT reguirrmgnts not RDT F5-1- Cleaning procedure will  be 
prepared if required by h'RPCT. 
3.6: Joint design of EB welded componwts ha5 intern1 backing. 
3.10: Preheat will not be used. Any post-heat rrearmeafs ~ $ 1  be per direction of NRPCT. 
3.13: Nondestructive examinations shall m e t  requirrmcnts munrally agreed upon with PNNL, 
P Y X  nondtstmctive examinatim (h?lE) subcontram and NRPCT. 
3.15: The NDE methods required for the Biaxial Creep specimens are visual test 0, 
radm-erphic test (RT) and helium leak test (HLT). Yo cleaning is will be recpred for tbtw 
NDE processes. .Qaalysls is not planned for other contactlag materials. 
3.17; -2) No filler materials used in u-eldmg process. .4) No weld maps used but each weld on a 
specimen &.ill be assigned specific nutnbtr and be tracked by traveler GMnal) Many of the 
requiremeats listed urlll be recorded in a summq m m c r  for all or groups of welds. 
4.14.4: Entire section is K A  
5.1- 5.4: Entire section is N?:A 
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6.1.1.1 -6.1.1.5: h;DE~flbelimiredto\T,RTand~Tfmpr~~edureandweldingoperator 
qualification penetrant test (IT), ultrascmtc test and tasion test u a  not be used. 
6.12 c, HLT will be pafmed in accordance uith procedure submitted by PNNL (Cogema 
Eqgineenag). 
6.1.1 d: Etecm beam weld joints (she11 to caps) will be radiographed per procedure submitted 
by PNNL (Cogem Engineering). 
6. 1.3 .a: Mc.tallographc examination will be performed on one specimen form tach EB w e l h g  
load. kpi fmmt~ for s m  and stops arc KL4. 
6.1.3.b: Tension testing is NA. 
6.1.4: Welding procedure specif~canon (TIPS) shalf be submitted as re- to h'RPCT for 
approval. 
Table 1: Only the mformation applicable to El and laser welding d l  be included. 
Table 2, #1, Gamd, M1 Weldiq Rocesscs: Only the mf~mation appiicabk to EB and laser 
welding will be included. 
Table 2: #, Gas Tun,estcn .kc Welding is NiA 
6.1.4.E: No chart recordings utlll be made. 
6.1.5.4: Tle EE and law welds will be made by one iadwidwl. l%e initials of that welder will 
be indicated on trawlers for each specimen. KO numba, letter, or symbol be placed w any 
specimen. 
6. 1.5 .d: The PNNL ~ v e l d q  opentor who prepares acceptable qualificahon welds will not be 
requued ro requalify unless 1 year (365 days) has elapsed. 
6.2.1: Wld sample qwntiv is specified in the Weld Qd&ation Plan 
6.2.2: Cleaning shall be as sptctficd by h i  and:or Manufacturing and Qwllty Plan 
W Q P )  
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Appendix A - Exceptlolls to RDT F6-21 
6.2.3: Handling and storage of cleaned materials pnor to and dunog aeldmg and subsequent to 
welding will be s-ed in M4QF'. 
6.2.4: XjA. .U materials and weld joint srtrfaces itre fitmished ready to weld bs customer. 
6.2.5,6.2.6: Fitting and at!gmmt ofjoints will be accomplished using a fYnure which udl be 
detailed in the weld quahkation plan and report. 
6.2.7 is N!A. 
6.2.8: Iracwm weldmg process dm not apply. 
6.29,6.2.10.6.7,.11: iUlweldsarenhgle weldedjoints. Root passisNIAandwd1notbe 
e x d .  
6.2.12,6.2-13 are W.4. 
6.2.14: Xo repairs onbase material. Ifrepairs oa welds are allowed, weld qualificatian plan 
and report will spec@ details. 
6.3.1 .a: All non*ut7e testing (RT, HLT) will be performed and accepted in accordance 
with prt>cc&res subrmtrad by FNhI (Cogtma Engiucering]. 
6.3.1 .c: iUI  ieEpectioa and NDE reqwed will be q x d e d  in MAQP and on travelers. 
6.3.1.6: Visual examination and radiography will be performed prior to any anncaljheat 
aeannmt or pres.surization of specimnn. 
6.3.2: See AppendYr D for visual examination for EB and laser rvclds. The joint preparation is 
to be acceptable as cunomtr fUznishtd maraid and nill bt checked for damage chmg receipt 
inspection only with trial fit ups. 
6.3.3 is NA. 
6.3.4: Radzography will be performed per p e e d m  submitted by PhhZ (Cagema 
En-ijntming). Accepmce Criteria  ill s m e d  in ki4QP. 
6.3.5 is NiA. 
6.3.6: Helium leak terting will be conducted using '%ell jai' method ~~ specimens 
placed in vacuum chamber). 
6.3.7: Metallographx examination .&all be performed as specified by custom in IV. 
Section 7: Entire secriah is N:'A. 
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I\L-I\T*ACnXlXG .kSD QU.Um'  PL-AS FOR BLISLU, CREEP SPECIMESS 
Appendis A - Esceptions ro RDT F6-?T 
4s) 5.1: Only section 8.1.4 applies. 
49) S.4: Baxd materids are custoluer furnished material 
50) 8.5kY.4. 
5 1) 9.0: .;U1 applicable information (base material, ?JDE, weld chamber vacuum. metallographic, 
helium leak testing) is specified by custoluer. Filler material informarion. h a l o p  and sdfur 
cmimi, dispositiofi of welds, tensile resting, first aud last weld, wrap \\-ire weld, projection 
wldhg.  spot weiding. rensile shear tests are NL2. 
-4-4 
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UI\TFACTLmG .LSD QI'ALIT1'PL.O FOR BLLSLIL CREEP SPECIMESS Appendix C - Fabrication & Inspection Tra-icla 
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A R-iWtg inspeetlon Repon (RiR) 
5 ~WeldngProcedure 
C. Speamen NDE Dm Sneet 
0 L W  U ~ O I M t e c  Data Repon - Post €0 Dlmmslonal 
E. Copema Ramqpaphy Repon 
F. Specimen Plesjwhaabo Data Sheer 
G. CaserWddagPrtxedm 
ti. taserklicrometef Data Repm- Post LW Dnnerrrml 
I DesnrPve Data -1- Phmaog- 
J. Specmen Wi i  Mea?uremenl Data Shw 
K. L a w  Mmmeer Data Repm -Post P- Atmeal 
L Cogema H e m  Repon 
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Biaxial Creep Specimen Receiving Inspection Report (RIR) 
. - I Shipping container was undamaged? [ 1 Yes [ ]ii 
P 
spec&nm u) No./ 
NU. of ~pecimen per package 
/ 
I 
I 
1 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
I Number of Specimen received mnenes number of specimen ordered? I ] Yes [ ] No 
Comments: 
i m f m  
Sh'PP'~ 
U w I *  
I 
1 
~ - I 
'AIR = AtcepVReject 
Inspectmn performed in accordance wiVl PNNL SBMS, Inspecting and Accepting Received Items. Pan 1 and SRM-PLAN-004: 
Manufacturing and Quality Plan for Biaxial Creep Specimen. 
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specimen ID 
NO. IAIRY 
inspcmik 
C k n S i  
(AW 
bapasoadfor 
kkqmbF~- 
~ m r  
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,WYUEACTZTRm'G AW QUALITY P U Y  FOR BUXL4,L CREEP SPECIbfENS 
.Ilppcndur C - Fabncation & Inspecrim Traveler 
Specimsn1DNo.I  Ins,x?cwfor tnsoectedfor 
b .o f  Specimen perfhhge S p c i n a I D  
-(Mn' N a ( A W  w]' rp(fvrzt' 
/ 
/ 
/ 
I 
/ 
I 
I 
/ 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
1 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
4 
1 
I 
A 
'PJR = AcceptlReject 
Inqxcnw performed in accordance uith P Y X  SBM, Inspecting and Accepting Received Items, Part 1 and SRM- 
PLW-OW, Manufacturing and Quality Plan for B i W  Creep Specimen. 
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A p p d a  C - Fabricanon & larpcrhn Travctcr 
Blaxial Cmp Specimen NDE Data Sheet 
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,4ppmli.s C - Fabrication & Inspection Trat-elm 
Biaxial Creep Specimen Pressurization Data Sheet 
Pressure Gage #: 
Pressure Gage Cal. Dw Date: 
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W.TACTCWXG A\?) QUALITY PLUS FOR BLLYLU. CWP SPECTMEKS 
&vnd~X C - Fabncat~on & lnspecwn Tnvclu 
Biaxial Creep Specimen Weight Measurement Data Sheet 
Balance #: 
Balance Cal. Due Date: 
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Appends D - Vintal Weld Exarmnation Requirements 
AppCcation of RDT Standard RDT F6-2T 
Section 6.3.2 Vsual Examinatm 
Space Reactor Project 
Biaxial Creep Specimen Fabrication 
Visual Weld Examination Requirements 
For Electron Seam and Laser Welding 
Visual weld examination shall be performed after completion of electron beam and laser 
welding and prior to subsequent operations; radiography, anneal, weight, dimensional and 
helium leak testing. 
Final accessible weld surface and adjacent base metal heat affected zones shatl be 
examined. . 
Examination shall be performed by qualified personnel who have visual acuity which meets 
20120 vision, natural or corrected stereo acuity and who have normal color vision. 
Results of examinations shall be documented. Documentation shall include the following 
minimum information: date of emination, examiner name and certification as & id l e ,  
description of welds examined. reference to examination requirements. measuring and test 
equipment used and cal~btation status as applicable, and resuftsaf examination. 
Examinations shall'be performed in accordance with the following requirements: 
1) Welds examined at I x and 7x (nominal): If a potential weld dismtinulty is observed. 
examine at 10x to confirm. 
2) Use direct examination with appropriate lighting (100 FC minimum), angle and distance of 
vision not greater than 24" between eye and surface to be examined and not less than 30 
degree angle form examiner line of sight to the surface 
3) Surface finish of welds are to be examined for surface discontinuities including proper seam 
trading, weld contour and reinforcement 
4) Welds joints and base metal heat affected zones which are shown by visual examination to 
have any of the fallowing discontinuities are considered unacceptable: 
A) any aacks or fissures 
8)  any incomplete fusion 
C) any incomplete penetration 
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. '4 
0) any shrinkage voids 
EJ any inclusion larger than 20% of weld designed pint penetration or more than 3 
inclusions of any size in weld length 
F) any singIe porosity larger than 20% of weld designed joint penetration or more than 3 
porosity of any size in weld length 
G) gross spatter (minor individual or group accumulations of spatter acceptable) 
H) excessive undercut (minor undercut acceptable as long as edges d mi& Mend 
smoothly and gradualiy into the adjacent base metal) 
1) under-fill except for EB wetds where &mum concavrty shall not exceed .003" 
Note: Minor joint concavrty is expected with autogenous E-Beam welding. 
J) weld face reinforcement in excess of . O O F  
Note: Overlap of the weld start point and weld finish point is permitted and desired. 
K) oxidatin or excessive dross 
Note: Black or gray spalling or loose particles not acceptable. Iridescent temper films and dark 
metallic vapor deposits adjacent to weld are acceptable and may be removed by . 
approved cleaning procedures when appropriate and accessible. 
R w r k  by welding or other accepted methods to correct any of the above mentioned defects 
is acceptable and is not by itself a reason for rejection of the wdd. 
Prepared by: T.D. Hays. PNNL 
Approved by: TA. Jlelucchi. Cqema 
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A p d s  E - Detrizlrental Mattrials List 
Thr folloumg demmatal materials arc prohbitcd from contact all biaxial creep specimens - both 
refractor)' and non-refkactq alloys. 
Contact with antimony, arsenic, bismuth, cadrmum, lead, tin and zinc, and consumable products, such as 
lubricants and markmg mattnals, containing these Iow melting poinr mataiats in excess of 2% parts per 
million @pm) in each is prohbited. Thtr prohibition on low melting point mataials applies during 
thermal treatments aud to the finished or cleaned surfaces of nrbes offered for acceptance. Products do 
not need to be analj-z.4 when product manufacnrrers cuufy that low meltmg point materials in excess of 
25I)ppm are not present in the products. Contact with mercury and consumable products that contain 
more tban 10 ppm n.wmq is prohibited. Products do not need to be analyzed when prodwt 
manuficturers certifj tbat mercury in excess of 10 ppm is not present in the product, or c d f s .  that 
mercury and mercury compMmds have not been added to the prodm and have not come in contact with 
the product during processmg. Llarking mamiah contarniog phosph&us or d f w  in excess of 2% ppm 
each shall not be used during thcnnal treatments and on b s h e d  or cleaned sufaces of tubes offered for 
acceptance. 
1. himcu# - Embrirtlement and saess corrosion attack at mom temperature in stressed meml. 
7 bW -. --Mekine: Pant Metals (ex .  l ed .  tin etc.1- Contact may cause enzbrittlement b g  thermal 
treatment and could mducc weld cracks and reduced corrosion resistance. 
3. , 4 l ~ u m  - Causes craclang dufing h a t  treatment of some nickel base alloys. 
4. SulfUr.~osphorou~~'Bo~on - C a w  cmbnttknunt and cracking if present during heat treatmeof, 
welding, or hot forming of stainless steels or hgh nickel alloys. .4lso, if flllfUr is present during heat 
treatmcat of some stainless sqeels, loss of corrosion resismnce caa  resukt. Arsenic has much the same 
effect. 
5. Carbonaceous Materials ~sucb as lubricants) - Inneasing carbon content of some stainless steels 
increases the vulnaability of the steel to corrosion, and d present during hear treatment above 1400 
&gees FI can cause surface embnnlemwr. 
6. Hdo~ens -Halogens and their compounds, particularly chlorine and its compounds, wdl cause 
cmosim cracking of stainless stcek in aqueous envhmena. 
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